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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever been behind stage at the production of a
play and had the opportunity of seeing the professional secrets
of make-up, setting, and acting, which give the presentation the
illusion of real life?

Let us make a journey behind the scenes

of the novels of Frances Barney, more familiarly known as Fanny
Burney, and later as Madame B’Arblay, eighteenth century writer
of letters, diary, and novels.

Let us further make an effort to

1
determine how "deep” and "intimate" . was her knowledge of the
life and manners, as they existed, particularly during the early
part of the period in which she lived.
Considering the fact that the novels of Frances Burney
have been compared favorably with those of .Richardson and Fielding

1
"Evelina seems a work that should result from long ex¬
perience and deep and intimate knowledge of the world? yet it has
been written without either. Miss Burney is a real wonder. What
she is, she is intuitively," Dr. Johnson. Diary and Letters of
Madame D’Arblay, I, 247.
{Future reference to this source will bo
designated by Diary.)

2

"by no less an authority than Dr. Samuel Johnson, himself, and con¬
sidering also the fact that as a woman novelist Fanny Burney holds
a place among the first in England, wo should find an examination
of her \7ork enlightening as well as interesting*
Coming as they did in a slack period in the history of
the novel — after Fielding9 Richardson, Smollett, and Sterne —
Fanny Burney’s two hast novels, Evelina and Cecilia, made the au¬
thor decidedly the most popular writer of fictitious narrative

2
then living*

She was able to do what many others were trying to

do — give the story of everyday life*

To what factors Mss Burney

OVJOS her success is a part of our undertaking*
The eighteenth century was her province, and her chief
claim to the interest of the modern reader lies in her use of con¬
temporary material*

The sources of this material we shall have

occasion to examine rather £hlly*
The most obvious and undoubtedly the most important of
these souroes is her personal experience.

Her life brought her

in contact with a queer mixture of characters whose foibles and at¬
titudes she was quick to detect*

Coupled with her keen observa¬

tion was her ability to single out traits whioh marked an individual
as suoh.

Certainly her field was a large one, for society in the

2
Thos. B. Macaulay, "Diary and Letters of Madame
D’Arblay", from Critical and Historical Essays, III, 358*

eighteenth, more than any other century concerned itself with the
niceties of behavior and the proprieties of fine ladies and gentle¬
men.
Another source is in the hooks of the contemporary writers.
Early commentators are prone to discredit this fact as one of no
great importance, yet we mu3t not ho blind to the facts in the mat¬
ter.

She not only read hut studied with delight Richardson, Sterne

and others.

Had she not had this opportunity fbr close inspection

of their works she no doubt hoard the novelists discussed on every
hand so that she might form a very good opinion of what was liked
and what was not.
Certainly we should not criticize an author for reflect¬
ing the literary tradition of his age.
sary to follow popular taste.

To he popular it is neces¬

That is exactly what Shakespeare did,

for ha borrowed not only ideas hut, in fact, whole plots;

Yet to

he able to satisfy public taste better than anyone else is the secret
of such an author’s success.

However, what Miss Burney borrowed

from eighteenth century literature cannot be especially significant
fbr our purpose.

We are not primarily concerned with her fame as

an author, and so necessarily shall not dwell on plots and char¬
acters, tut rather are we interested in the atmosphere of eighteenth
century society which she created and in her competence as a medium
in giving the life and manners of the time.
The originality with which Miss Burney puts these typical
characters and situations into the framework of her novels depends

on her own imaginative power, the "intuition" that Dr. Johnson
speaks of, which we may take as the third source of her material.
Fanny Burney lived from 1752 till 3340, hut there seems
little reason why we should arbitrarily take these as the dates
of the period to he examined.

As a matter of fact, it is nec¬

essary to narrow the field for a critical work such as this in
order to cover the ground thoroughly.

After the publication of

her three novels, we are not particularly interested in Fanny
Burney, nor in her career as Madame D'Arblay.

Accordingly our

period does not extend beyond the eighteenth century.
However, the factors which are responsible for the age
as we find it at the publication of Evelina in* 1778, had their
origin even before Fanny barney was born.

We might arbitrarily

take the publication of Richardson’s Pamela, the first real
English novel, in 1740, as our starting point.

Thus England at

the tim8 of the birth of Fanny Burney was that which knew Richardson,
Fielding, and Johnson.

This, too, was the England about which she

wrote.
After Camilla appeared in 1796, Miss Burney, who had
then become Madame D’Arblay, did not attempt another work until
3
she published The Wanderer in 1814.
She was very anxious
about

3

Diaiy, VI, 15.

s

the success of this hook, and rightfhlly so, judging from its
failureo

From 1814 until her death she contented herself with

the editing and publishing of the Memoirs of Dr. Charles Burney,
her father (18S2), and of her om Diary and Letters, which ap¬
peared in 1842, shortly after her death.
Fanny Burney lived to "be eighty-eight years of age,
and, as Macaulay says, she "survived her own wake and overheard
4
the judgment of posterity."
Ihe judgment that she received
might he taken as not altogether favorable, for public expecta¬
tion was so heightened at the promise of a new work from her
0

that it was difficult to satisfy, and after the publication of
Cecilia in 1782, Fanny Burney’s contributions to literature won
less public approval*
Ehus we may mainly direct our efforts to her first two
novels and on the last quarter of the eighteenth century in par¬
ticular, bringing in parallel references in her later woiks
wherever necessary.

4
Op. pit., 531.

6

I
PRELEIIlTAiff SUBTOI OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTUKT

In order to conjure up a picture of raid-eighteenth
century England, we might hear in mind certain general facts
relating to the various phases of life of those times* The
5
opinion that the period was one of stagnation seems somewhat
unfounded in view of the accomplishments in social and intel¬
lectual fields.

It is true that the age as a whole, probably

because of its stability, laoked the incentive to active changes,
but thought itself was not stagnant.

As in all times there wore

problems, and these received free and open disoussion, but no

6
necessity existed for immediate or instant solution.
There was in England, as in all Europe, a lack of ac¬
tivity on the part of established and chartered corporations;
such as, universities, endowed schools, municipalities, and
6a
electoral bodies.
On the other hand, there was the opportunity
for the individual, enjoying great freedom in speech, press and
person, to accomplish much in the field of adventure, trade, and
authorship.

5 ..
Eel son Sherwin Bushnell, Historical Background of
English Literature, 217.
v

6

" "

"

G. B. Tinker, The Salon and English Letters, 8.
6a
' ' ’
———
J. M. Trevelyan, "Age of Johnson" in Johnson* s England,
ed. C.S. Turbeville, I, 8.

7

A policy very dear to the heart of the eighteenth cen¬
tury bourgeoisie might he said to he characteristic of the age
as a whole — the policy of "getting on".

From the cabinet on

down there seemed to he little cause for excessive enterprise*
and reform was not a popular topic.
Many of the conditions considered by modern readers
as evils were not thought of as such by eighteenth century
citizens.

For instance* the lack of proper "policing" and sani¬

tation presented a real problem only when the trading and hand¬
working town turned into the industrial town during the latter
7
part of the century under the steam power and factory system.
The reason for the necessary adjustment is found in the concen¬
tration of population.

This calls to our attention the small¬

ness of the typical eighteenth century town.

Although there

was no official census, through contemporary estimates we may

8
get the approximate population.
largest.

London was of course the

It was even larger in relation to the total popula¬

tion of England then, than it is today.
trade* fashion, arts* and government.

It was the center of
Outside of London and

Bristol, which was tto second in size with a population of around
100,000 the great trading centers ware no larger than very minor
provincial towns of today.

A town of forty or fifty thousand

7
G.D.H. Cole, "Town Life in the Provinces," in Johnscn*s
England, I, 204.

8
Ibid., 202-3.

8

(the average population of such contere as Liverpool, Manchester,
and Birmingham) cannot be far removed from the country.
To be distinguished are the terms "town" and "village",
for the latter was even nearer the country than the former.
There were the "great towns" or cities and the "country towns"
such as we have today.

She village system culminating in the

eighteenth century could accommodate the 7,000,000 population,
but it could never take care of the 42,000,000 «of today.

In the

East and Midlands, the village was a large collection of houses
around the parish ohnrch with fields uninclosed/but in the West
and North, scattered hamlets and farms made up the pariah with
9
only a few houses near the church.
The town was the center of aristocracy.

The towns-

people spent most of their time in town and several months in

the country on their estates.

This is true of landowners who

are generally accepted as the typical citizens of the age.

Due

10
to the uneven distribution of wealth,

classes were much more

distinct and rigid then than today, and it is difficult to
generalize.

However, the cultural gulf was much greater between

the skilled artisan and the laborer than between the artisan and

11
the small employer or tradesman.

9
Trevelyan, op. cit., I, 10.

10

—

Ibid., 7.

11
Cole, op, cit., I, 217

9

The towns themselves got their social atmosphere and

12
their importance from trade rather than manufacture?
the rise of the middle class in importance.

hence,

Trading in general

was carried on in an over increasing scale over all the inhabited
globe, while at home it famished one of the chief occupations.
The early part of the century was marked by the large number of
hand-workers, another industrial feature changed in the latter
half by the Industrial Revolution which gradually spread over
England.
In foreign relations we find the eighteenth century
one of activity.

The Marlborough Wars and the Seven Years War

brought victories for England, while the American Bevolution
took from the British crown its most cherished colonies.
Turning to the affairs of state as carried on under
Robert Walpole, we find the development of the cabinet system.
'Walpole was a squire of the Western type and governed in the
interest of the new development in trade.

He gave a typical

Anglo-Saxon administration in which he "let things take their
own course".

The prosperity under Walpole was followed by the

victories tinder Chatham's administration, making the century
one of general well-being, one in which "good-enough" was left
alone because of the leaders’ aversion to social disturbances.

12
Cole, op. cit., X, 201.

10

These political and industrial facts serve to give a
■background for the social life of the age.

Following the triumph

of the middle class, the squire or landlord became the typical
citizen.

A typical squire is pictured as rather uncouth, general13

ly dogmatic, conservative, and forceful by nature and breeding.
He represents the English gentry who spent the bulk of their lives
neither at court nor in Parliament nor in London at all, but in
the country among their neighbors of all classes whom they "led,
14
entertained, bullied, and at election time courted and bribed,"
They occupied themselves with hunting foxes, shooting partridges,
inclosing and draining lands, improving breeds of sheep and cattle,
and governing the countryside as Justices of tho Peace.
Yet many notable characters expressed a decided preference
for the town or oity life as opposed to life in the country. Dr.
Johnson declared that no wise man will go to live in the country un15
less he has something to do which can be better dons in tho country*
Fanny Burney expressed a similar distaste, for we may take her term
"town" to apply to the smaller settlements, when she said that a country
16.
town was her detestation.
The social life which is pictured in the novels of Fanny
Burney reflects the fashionable society of a town, such as Bath or
London, in particular.

In examining this gay life we find certain

13
Bushnell, op. cit,, 218,
14
Trevelyan, op, cit., I, 7.
15
C. S. Orwin, "Agriculture and Rural Life" in Johnson* s
England, 1, 261.
16
Early Diary, i, 15.

11

salient features which marie tha eighteenth century as distinct from
17
other periodSo This is the age of the "has "bleu” or Bluestockings,,
coffee house gatherings, and assemblies.

Y/e find the rise of the

pleasure towns and resorts, as well as pleasure gardens and rooms.
Inhabiting these spots were certain ton-oonscious types —- the beau
and the belle.

Accordingly, in this society the chief entertain¬

ment is conversation and the main occupation is visiting.

They are

concerned not only with seeing but also with being seen; hence very
little time is spent in solitude.
As one might easily guess, a society mainly interested in
the art of being sociable would scarcely concern itself with the
solution of weighty matters which would rob them of their artificial
enjoyment.

Hence for a long time no particular progress was made in

increasing educational facilities. The education of girls was thought
of as being largely utilitarian and dismissed as such. The handi¬
crafts, sewing, knitting, spinning, and lace-making, were considered
18
almost as important as reading and arithmetic.
Many of the girls
of the upper classes were taught either at homo or at boarding
schools.

In addition to their needlework they were taught English,

17
"Bas Bleu" first used with a derogatory flavor to apply
to women who made a fad of literature and scholarship. Term derived
from the gray-blue woolen stockings worn by the Puritan Stillingfleet, instead of the formal black ones, at on evening assembly of
women. Tinker, op. cit., 130.
18
Sir Chas. Mallet, "Education, Schools and Universities"
in Johnson’s England, II, 224.

12

writing, a little arithmetic for household accounting, drawing,
dancing, and a little French.
19
often indifferent*

Their writing and spelling were

Despite this general lethargy, life in England wae, on
the whole becoming distinctly more civilised and modem as the
century advanced.

Music, art, and the drama were popular*

The

20

'

young ladies took music lessons and l6amed to draw*

These im¬

provements were in the main confined to the polite world and to
those who attended its wants; there was the lower middle class
which showed an utter lack of the rudiments of polish as well as

21
the labouring poor whose manners were rude, boorish, and insolent.
It is from the polite society that we have the intel¬
lectual contributions of the age — contributions which rank high in
their sphere.

In painting, Sir Joshua Reynolds and Gainsborough

were supreme representatives; Ibr intollecutal originality there
were Adam Smith, Edmund Burke, Hume Bontham, and Blake;

Due to

the widespread antiquarian learning common to the leisured class
a historical genius such as Gibbon was developed; conversation be¬
came brilliant, witty, and epigramatic with Johnson as its peer;
writing reached classical perfection in the work of Gray and Gold¬
smith, stimulating a critical taste; and the art of familiar let.

ter writing and journalising was made the chosen medium of the age

19
Sir Chas. Mallet, "Education, Schools and Universities"
in Johneonfs England, IX, 225.

20
Bushnell, op. cit., 219.

21
Dorothy Marshall, "Manners^ Meals and Pastimes", in
Johnson* s England, I, 328.

IS

by such natural artists as Horace Walpole and Fanny Burney,
Out of these latter forms of intellectual achieve¬
ment arose the outstanding literary contribution of the age —
the novel.

Its development had been gradually assuming popular

form from the time of John Lyly’s Euphues (1580) through Defoe’s
Robinson Crusoe (1719), and Swiffc’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726),
but it was not until Samuel Bichardson hit upon the happy idea
of publishing a series of letters tied together by a central
theme setting out ths trials and tribulations of a heroine, that
in 1740,Pamela, ths first English novel, appeared.

By combin¬

ing the art of prose narrative, already developed, with an
integrated plot, Richardson, almost by accident, created a form
that was to become one of the chief vehicles of literary expres¬
sion c
Adopting as it did the style of the familiar letter,
Pamela necessarily included minutest, even profuse, details and
intimate touches.

It gave a realistic portrayal of life, although

its moral was not wholly desirable.

The method, which we have

suggested as the natural outgrowth of the popularity of letter¬
writing, was the outstanding original contribution of Richardson.
This form became more complicated in his greatest work, Clarissa
Harlowe, and was still used in Sir Charles Grandison.

It was in

this last work that Richardson evolved the innovation that a
novel might be based on the polite conversation o f the drawing room.

14

There are certain salient features of Richardson’s
writing which have a "bearing on the literary tradition of the
times.

His popularity as a writer naturally caused other would-

be successful novelists to pattern their work after his.

As a

supremo representative of the middle class, Richardson preaches
morals in his novels just as the middle class moralizing drama
had done.

He shows sympathy and insight into female character

which is accompanied by a power of delicate and subtle analysis
and an excellent command over the gentler emotions.

He suggests

that there is a surface and a depth to consciousness? he centers
on a fairly simple situation; and he uses' details to an unparal¬
leled degree.

The novel, in Richardson’s style* consists in

writing to the moment.
One should not overlook* however, many defects which
appear in Richardson’s woik,

His details are too crowded, al¬

lowing no symbolical or imaginative use of background.

Much

natural dialogue is interspersed with stilted and set speeches.
Having the prejudices of the middle class, he was ridiculed in
attempting to write about high life.

Furthermore, Richardson’s

stock of ideas is decidedly slender, and his standard of ethics
is low.
Henry Fielding likewise contributed to the development
of the novel, influenced in a rather negative manner by Richard¬
son.

His Joseph Andrews was begun as a parody on Pamela, but

was finished for its own sake.

Tom Jones, a graphio, though at

15

times, coarse portrayal of human life, marks a high point in
English fiction of the eighteenth century.
Powerful in intellect and energetic in character,
Fielding may he contrasted with the sentimental and nervous, moral
and sympathetic Biohardson.

Whereas, Richardson represents the

middle class, Fielding has the scholarship and point of view of
the aristocracy.

He is intellectual, self-conscious, and critical

in his undertaking of prose fiction, an attitude new to the novel.
In Tom Jones he made a deliberate attempt to introduce mixed, in
contrast to Biohardson*s unmixed characters.

Fielding's influence

is particularly felt in his emphasis of human nature, and in his
use of a situation.
Smollett was the third important novelist.

His Boderiok

Random, a novel on the biographical scheme, tends toward a dark
satire of human nature, emphasising the wickedness in the world.
Being more concrete and less philosophical than Biohardson and
Fielding, his view of human nature streesee the part rather than
the whole, the detail rather -than the general*

He exploited the

rich vein of natural and professional humor for the first time,
using caricature effectively and providing each character with
distinguishing mannerisms.

His main fhult is that he makes the

novel the catch-all for details and the expression of ideas and
incidents that interest him*

16

Lawrence Steme in his Tristram Shandy flaunted and
derided all conventions of the novel.

He, as a clergyman, led

the life of a country squire and virtuoso*

His work is char¬

acterised "by a rambling plot, spontaneous feeling, and natural
humor.

Sterne emphasises and justifies the hobby, which is the

Comedy of Humors in revised and altered form.
Mention should be made of Oliver Goldsmith*s Vicar of
Wakefield, which may be called a romantic novel of the pastoral
type.

Its excellence consists in its simple but masterly por¬

trayal of lifelike characters, and its graceful style.
Much has been said of the sentimentalism of the Age
of Johnson which developed out of the reaction against the bru¬
tality of the early eighteenth century.

Sentimental literature

tends to emphasise the softer and more tender emotions, pity and
love, and it i3 opposed to the cold workings of the intellect
to deny the doctrine of original sin in favor of the theory of
natural goodness of man.

This indulgence in sentiment is con¬

nected with the change of manners, the reform movement of moral
standards which took plaoe in the latter part of the eighteenth
century.
With this brief survey to guide us we may briefly sum¬
marize situations involving the novel at the time of #anny Burney.
First, after 1750 the writing of novels had become an industry,

17

and the novel had become a machine-like article in its standardi¬
sation.

Everyone was trying to write a novel ora play; hence,

a simple, everyday, humorous novel — one which did not go to
extremes — was needed.

Second, circulating libraries, which

gradually increased in size and popularity as the century ad¬
vanced, demanded mazy new titles.

Liverpool had a subscription

22
library as eariy as 1757.

By these and other maans the standards

of taste and knowledge rose very rapidly in the larger manufac¬
turing towns during the latter half of the century.

Unfortunate¬

ly, however, after 1771 English fiction went into temporary de¬
cline.
Perhaps this helps to explain the striking success
made by Evelina upon its publication in 1778.

Since the oppor¬

tunity was ripe for a less pretentious novel, Miss Burney, timid
and unpretentious in herself, was by no means unfitted to take ad¬
vantage of the opportunity.

She scarcely hoped for or dreamed of

the success which she achieved when she anonymously published her
story of "a young lady’s entrance into the world."

So unexpected

was this popularity that she feared to write another, lest it be
23
inferior to her first attempt.
We shall examine this and her two other novels, Cecilia
and Camilla, and we may discover that there was more behind the

22
G.D.H.Cole, "Town Life in the Provinces," in Johnson’s
England, I, 211.
25
Diary, I, 41.

18

success of Evelina than luck or aptness of the times in which it ap¬
peared,

Fanny Burney as an author had certain gifts and character¬

istics which won the public favor, and which,according to Dr. Johnson,
would have caused "both Richardson and Fielding, had they "been living,
24
to be "afraid of her."

24

Diary, I, 90.

19

II
CUSTOMS

In order to relate the experience of Fanny Burney
with her novels and to determine insofar as is possible, the
other sources o f material used, we may examine the rather volu¬
minous record of her life which she herself furnished in eight
volumes of her diary and letters* Estimates of others who were
contemporaries of Miss Burney and who lived after her, more or
less, hear out the fact that she gave a true portrayal of the
period in which she lived*

She herself stated: ”1 never mix

truth and fiction; all that I relate in journalizing is strict¬
ly, nay plainly, fact.

I never, in all cy life, have been a

sayer of the thing that is not; and now I should be not only a
knave but a fool also, in so doing, as I have other purposes
for imaginary characters than filling letters with them.

Give

me credit, therefore, on the score of interest and common sense,

1
if not of principle.”

And of her opinions, she adds, "I always,

to the best of my intentions, speak honestly what I think of the
folks I see, \vithout being biased either by their civilities or

2
neglect.”

1
Diary, I, 512*

2
Ibid., 582.

so

With this intimate record as our guide, we may pro¬
ceed to our task of considering the phases of eighteenth century
life which provide so adequate a background for Miss Burney *s
novels; namely, the manners, including the practices of society
as well as the social code; the pastimes; the dress; the language;
and the social ideals and attitudes*
According to the statement of her purpose in the
Preface to Evelina, Miss Burney aims "to draw characters from
nature, though not from life and to mark the manners of the
3
times*"
And just after her publication o f Evelina, she explains
that one does not need to look far fbr material, "But, however,
the world, and especially the Great World, is so filled with
absurdity of various sorts, now bursting forth in impertinence,
now in pomposity, now giggling in silliness, and now yawning in
dulness, that there is no occasion for invention to draw what is

4
striking in every species of the ridiculous."
It is not so much our purpose at present to show
these absurdities which are so skilfhlly set forth in the "ton"
of Cecilia, as it is to show the simple, everyday mode of life
with which Miss Burney forms the framework for the action of her
characters•
Beginning with the manners, we find certain customs
which were commonly practiced by those living in England at the

3
Preface, lx.
4
Diary, I, 312.

21

time of our author.
importance.

Visiting was the sooial function of prime

It was looked upon a.s an integral part of each

day’s routine.

One must not only visit hut also ho visited-9

which was one of the undesirable features of the convention.
5
From the firat Fanny Burney disliked this "vile custom" which

6
made her sacrifice her time.

Like Ceailia, she grew "most

heartily sick and fatigued of this continual round of visiting
7
and those eternal new acquaintances,"
The visiting and dissipation of a Hr, and Mrs-Barrel
occupy almost the entire first volume of Cecilia,

Mrs. Harrel

had a list of engagements for each day for three weeks, and she

8
ejected new ddtes to he made as the time progressed,

Fanny

Burney had a similar continuous string of visitors and engage¬
ments, so that she remarks in her Diary practically the same
words of Cecilia, "This evening, the only one since we came,

9
wo spent at homo without company,"
Thi3 visiting took the form of social calls, where

10
the guest would sit and talk with the hostess, of levees,
where a reception was held upon rising from hed, of company at meal
times from breakfast to supper, (General Paoli spent the entire

11
day at Mrs Thrale’s)

until, even out of the social season (in

Hay) there wore "folks enough to fill up the timo from morning

5

9
Early Diary, I, 54.

6

Diary, I, 350, and Cec
10

COG,,

I,

Tinker, op. cit«, 102-!

115.

7

11
Diary, II, 155.

8
Cec. I, 54,

Diary, II, 100.

22

12
till ovening."
The ultimate outgrowth of these visits was the
13
assembly,
a more or less formal gathering of celebrities and
socialites, which we shall examine at length later.
Visitors were not always received in the parlor.
Intimate acquaintances were often admitted into one's dressingroom.

Evelina was shocked to find M. DuBois in the room while
14
Mine. Duval had her breakfast in bed,
and Cecilia blushed when
Mrs. Charlton suggested that she hold her private conversation
15
with Mr Monckton in her dressing-room;
and yet, Fanny thinks
nothing of Dr Johnson's visiting her as she "got into Mrs
16
Thrale’s dressing-room to dinner,".
Perhaps we can better understand how calls may have
17
been made befbre breakfast,
if we consider the day's activity
with relation to hours.

Taking Miss Surneyts schedule at Lynn,

"we breakfast always at 10, and rise as much before as we please —
we dine precisely at 2, drink tea about 6 — and sup exactly at
18
9,"
we get a fairly complete picture of the day. Several times
19
in Cecilia we find the heroine "arising with the light". This
not only denoted the enterprise of tho young lady but also her
non-conformity with the fashion of the day, for we are told upon
her arrival in the breakfast apartment that she found the servant

12

16
Diary, I, 216.

13

Diary, I, 449.
17

Infra, 85,»
14

Ev., 88.
18
Early Diary, I, 15

Ev., 82.
19

15
Cec., II, 318.

Cec., I, 29.

23

putting the room in order, having just lighted ths fire. When
19
she met Mr Arnett at ten he was surprised at her "early rising."
Such an hour would not he impossible with Miss Burney whose

20
father read Evelina in bed at five in the morning,

but the

usual fashion was to sleep late in the morning, retiring quite
late at night.
The breakfast hour varied:

seldom earlier than ten,

21
it was sometimes as late as twelve,

and Evelina was just fin-

22
iching breakfast with Mine. Duval at one.

Susan Burney arrived

at itreatham a little past eleven and found Dr Johnson finishing
23
his breakfast.
Cecilia went to St James square to breakfast
24
between nine and ten but found no one to receive her.
The morning extended until dinner time, and that hour
varied from two till five.

At Mrs Beaumont’s, where dinner was
25
probably served about four,
Lord Orville speaks of "tomorrow
26
morning, about three."
Evelina also mentions this as the hour
27
when everyone dresses for dinner.
At the Mirvan’s Evelina remarks that they W8re at din¬
ner when Mme. Duval called to tea; however, "the day was al28
most over," as it was around five o'clock.
This was the "cor¬
rect" hour in the Great World, whore as Horace Walpole remarks,
"the present folly is late hours.

Everybody tries to be par-

24

19
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25
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26
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20

24

29
ticular by "being too late.”

In the country# the hour for dinner

50
was two;

in the city the business man usually ate his dinner

around three# after the "Change” was shut, and returned to his
51
work afterwards
In polite circles# the later the hour# the more
fashionable the dinner*
She hours for visiting ranged from early morning and ex52
tended into the night* Lord Orville called before breakfast,

55
and Miss Larolles was announced during breakfast.
Sir Clement
54
55
called at noon,
and Mrs Selwyn about two,
at the fashionable
56
Mrs Beaumont’s* The old women’s race took place around five,
after dinner, we are told*

Mortimer and Mrs Delville called on
56a
Cecilia at Mrs Charlton’s at eleven* The Burneys,visiting Sir
57
Joshua Reynolds, did not leave until nearly two a«m«
Dances did not usually break up till dawn.

A small dance
38

which Miss Burney attended began about nine and lasted until three*
As a rule, however, at such affairs as a ridotto it was not proper
39
to arrive before eleven, and many times it was five in the morning
40
before guests reached home*
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Since the accommodations at the opera and playhouses
were primitive, there being no reserved seats, crowds gathered
at an early hour to get seats at good performances.

Poors were

opened at five-thirty and the performance began at sis-thirty,
according to a program for the Theater Royal, dated Monday,
41
June 10, 1776,
The prograin further adds this note, "Ladies
are desired to send their servants a little after 5 to keep
places, to prevent confusion."

Thus Yates, a manager, was

obliged to stand at the door of the opera from five till past
42
seven to tell the crowd that there would bs no opera.
The hours for attending the pleasure gardens had a
longer range.

Since the nmsioal concert at Ranelagh lasted
43
from seven till ten, any hour during that time might be chooen,

according to tho desire of the individual.

Likewise the Vauxhall
44
concert lasted from eight till eleven or eleven-thirty.
The
fashionable guests came aboixt nine or after.

Evelina set out

with the Branghtons for Vauxhall at eight, although the men of
45
the party had contended far six. They had supper about ten
o’clock.

On another occasion ten o’clook is not considered too
46
late to go to Ranelagh, and the Harrels leave after ten fbr

41
W.J.Lav/rence, "Drama and the Theater," in Johnson*s
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42
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43
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44
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45
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46
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47

Tauxhall.

Mr Harrel proposes supper to which Cooilia and Mrs

Harrel object on account of the lateness of the hour.
The hours suggest something of the meals whioh were
served. Breakfast was a very light meal, as a rule, and dinner
was the chief meal of the day; however, supper was added toward
48
the last of the century. Luncheon as a meal did not exist.
As we have stated breakfast might be served from ten
till as late as one. Because of this late hour breakfast par¬
ties were often given in public places, such as that attended
49
by Miss Burney at Spring Gardens in Bath, and in individual
homes, such as the formal breakfasts of Mrs Montagu. Cecilia
50
was invited to the Delville home for breakfaet. The meal
itself was usually a slight repast, so that Evelina says it is
51
scarcely a meal, and consisted usually of tea and rolls, bread
52
and butter, or sometimes toast in the winter. Dr Johnson, a
53
hearty eater, finished up his breakfast at Streatham with peaches.
Dinner was usually a heavy meal to counterbalance the
light breakfast.

It was served sometimes as late as five.

In

society it was an affair of formality, usually served In three
or more courses, as Eanny Burney points out regarding her dinner

47
51
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at the Thrale’s, "We had a sumptuous dinner of three courses and
54
a most superb dessert." She also comments on the abundance of
the food served, "at a dinner fo r ten there was food fo r forty.
YYhen the dessert ms served, any dish would have been sufficient
55
for all." Following the meal, the ladies usually withdrew.
The men wore served wine, after which they rejoined the ladies,
56
and tea was served,
"It would appear that when the eighteenth century
lady lacked anything to do she took tea," according to one au57
thor.
It was generally served following dinner, around sis.
It was Fanny's duty to serve tea at the Thrale’3 which was none
58
too enjoyable a task when the company was large.

Tea was also

the popular drink at the pleasure gardens.
Hot all families had supper — the Thrales seldom
59
did. As the century advanoed it developed in importance, and
even in middle-class households it became a necessity.

It was

a fashionable practice to serve sapper around two a. m. after a
60
dance, A late and heavy dinner usually made this last meal
either unnecessary or quite light. Biscuits and toast and water
61
was the Streatham supper, when any was served, although Dr

58

54
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Johnson had Mrs fhrale fix "an egg or two and a fow slices of
62
ham" for Miss Burney*
Guests at Mrs Beaumont’s sat down to
63
supper*
Englishmen of the eighteenth century ate rather heavily
at that one principal meal,

®heir favorite dish was meats, which.

for the country squire meant "beef or mutton, and one visitor says
64
that they prefer moat to bread*
Mr Hobson Bav; no harm in a
"round of toast and butter, and a few oysters, fresh opened, by
65
way of a damper before dinner."
Butter and cheese were also
favorite dishes.

5he Thrales’ hot-hou3e kitchen gardens con¬

tained pineapples in abundance, grapes, melons, poaches, nec66

tarines, and ices.

As for their drinks, the English enjoyed

ale, wine, and brandy. Capt. Mirvan took ale at Mrs Beaumont’s
67
67a
table, and the Branghtons served boor at dinner.
Mr Briggs
68

complains, "Boor punch indeed! Hot a drop of rum in it,"
Fanny Burney’s novels, especially Cecilia, make fre¬
quent references to common ailments and their treatments.

In

fact, one of the gentlest of the minor characters is the family
doctor of the Delvillos’, Dr Iyster, who treats all of them in
turn when they are ill.

62
63
64

Cecilia is given white wine to prevent

Diary, 69.
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67
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her taking cold after she is caught in the storm, hut young

69
Delville is not so cautious and is ill with cold and fever.
70
Mr Delville has a severe fit of the gout, and Mrs Delville
in her anger at being opposed by her son, bursts a blood vessel,
71
for which a doctor gives her a prescription.
Outside of a
sedative, it is difficult to imagine just what sort of prescription would be given, in such a circumstance.
The medicinal quality of the water at Bristol Hotwells
and Bath made these two popular resorts the haven fbr "invalids"
It was to Bristol that Mortimer and his mother were both advised
73
to go when they were ill.
"I don’t send him to Bristol because
he is in a bad way, but merely because I mean to put him in a
good one," Dr Bystar explained.
The water was used for both drinking and bathing pur¬
poses.

It was part of the morning routine to walk to the pump

room, either to take a dip or to spend an hour and a half drink74
ing the water,
We have evidence of Miss Burney’s having
75
visited Bath, but none of her having been in Bristol. It is
entirely possible, however, that sh3 spent several days there
without recording the faot.
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The popularity of sea "bathing, which had only raeent76
ly become known,
no doubt accounts for the numerous references,

a
both humorous and serious, made toAdip in the sea as a treatment
of the sick.

MiBS Barney speaks of a Mrs Pringle who tried sea77
bathing as a help to her idiot child,
while she herself, suf¬
fering from a cold, was advised by Mr Eishton to try it to "har78
den” her,
Mrs Strange, being scratohod by a "mad” woman, was
79
told to be dipped less she go mad also.
The inland spas were
also popularized as health and pleasure resorts.

Dr Bumey

bathed fifteen times at Buxton as a cure for his rheumatism,
80
and then went sea bathing at Horfolk.
After this teatment he
was said to be ”in good health, though his hand is still obsti¬
nately bent
In the novel, Evelina spends some time at Bristol Hot,
81
wells with Mrs Selwyn.
She is there to recuperate from an ill82
ness and is visited by the apothecary*
Sir Frank D. Mackinnon*a
note explains, "The inferior apothecary of 1775 had no qualifi¬
cation, and had learned what he knew as apprentice and assistant
85
to an established practitioner and by experience."

It wae

80
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probably by an equally unqualified, person that Susan was bled
when she was so dangerously ill, although Fanny calls him an
84
"excellent” one.
Dr Armstrong was called when Susan grew
worse.

Dr Heberdeen ordered nothing but cupping (bleeding)
85
for Mr Thrale when he was ill v/ith influenzae
On account of the ill health of her sister, Susan,

and of her dearest "Daddy" Crisp, as well as her own weak
constitution, it is not unlikely that Fanny knew mors than
the average girl of medicine and doctors.

She speaks with

86
detail of smallpox and the inoculation for it in Camilla.
Another phase of medicine mentioned in the novels
is insanity.

Wo cannot say just how much Miss Burney knew

of insanity and the "temporary or accidental alienation of
87
reason" which she attributes to Ceoilia.
Mention is made

88
of "Swifts Hospital of idiots,"

but we find none of an in¬

sane asylum.

Miss Burney resorts to a more or less super39
natural remedy for Cecilia in the prayer of Mr Albany,
and outside of that her treatment is mostly rest and quiet.
A point of professional etiquette is made, which Dr Lyster
violates at the urgency of Dalville, in giving up "the ac¬
customed ceremonial of waiting" fbr the doctors who had

84
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attended Cecilia before going in to see her.

90

In the domestic affairs of the household;, a problem
of prime importance was that pertaining to servants.

In the

eighteenth century, one heard many complaints concerning ser¬
vants which is explainable by reason of the large number that
were employed, of the duties expected of them, and of the
small wages paid.

Cecilia kept two while she boarded, a man
91
servant and a maid servant, and after she became mistress of
a household she had many more.

These two personal servants,

which everyone of position seems to have had, were at the
beck and call of their master or mistress.

It was only in

instances o f direst poverty that there was none * Mrs Belfield
9

discharged her two upon learning of the distress of her son,
92
keeping only his man.
The duties £br this one servant, enumerated by Henrietta,
give us an idea of what was expected of servants: "He lights the
fires, takes away some of our litters, and there is not much
else to be done except sweeping the rooms, for we eat nothing
93
but cold meats from the cook-shop."
We might presume that had

90
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91
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92
93
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they needed a cook he would have served for that too.

Light¬

ing the fires might seem a trivial duty, hut it was not so
easy according to Fanny’s account: "Poor Mrs Thrale worked
like a servant.

She lighted the

fire with her own hands —

took the bellows, and made such a one as might have roasted
94
an ox in ten minutes."
Mention is likewise made in Cecilia
95.
of this duty.
Both servants usually accompanied their mistress on
a journey, and at least one of them on a short visit.

Thus
96

Mrs Delville brought her maid with her from the Castle;
Cecilia was accompanied by her maid in the chaise, and her own
97
servant and one of Mrs Delville’s attended her on horseback;
98
Cecilia set out for Mr Briggs’

"attended by her (man) servant;"

Mrs Selwyn’s manservant evidently accompanied Evelina and his
mistress to the pump room at Bristol, for Mrs Selwyn threatens
99
to apply to him to teach the three gay men better manners.
Outside of household affairs there were always errands
to be ran, some of which demanded a groat deal of confidence,

100
such as that on which Cecilia sent her man to Dr Rupil.

101
Others were not BO important, such as seeing about the Hills,
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102

or securing a chair.
Because social distinctions were so rigidly dram,
there was a good deal of actual familiarity Between master
103
and man, mistress and maid.
In this light we may under¬
stand Mrs Thrale's statement, "1 quiet my mind and quarrel
104
with ny maids, for one must have something to do."
Like¬
wise Cecilia "feeling a repugnance invincible to Being accom¬
panied only By men," was attended to the church By Mrs Delville’s own woman, who had lived mary years in the family and
105
was "high in the favor and confidence of her lady."
Many negroes were employed, and also foreigners, Be106
cause English servants were considered hard to manage.
Lord Merton makes mention of "my Swiss" which is ez107
plained to Be the practice of keeping a foreign manservant.
Outside the personal servants, the ordinary eighteenth
century household must have had a housekeeper, a steward and many
107a 107B
"lesser and inferior appendages." Cecilia Bids her "stev/ard"
settle her household accounts when she gives up her fortune.

102
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"It was the abundance of servants and their cheapness,
in the eighteenth century, that made enormous country houses feas¬
ible — and it is their scarceness and expanse that now make those
108
houses so difficult to maintain,"
observed Sir Frank Mackinnon.
This brings up an interesting note on eighteenth century life —
the dwellings — or in some instances the lodgings#
The "part" of town in which a house was located denoted
the rank of its owner.

With the growing up of a new town in the
109
west of London, fashion drifted westward.
To be found in the
older, tux fashionable part of town was Portland Street, where dwelt
the Bel fields in their distress, among other tradesmen, and Ilolbom
and Snow Hill, where the Branghtons lived.

The distinction in the

locality is made by Mrs Belfield, "there’s nobody like him (her
son), neither at this end of town (Portland St.) nor the other;
for as to the other, he lias more the look of a lord, by half, than

110
of a shopman."

Evelina admits with shams that she is living

111
"among cits" when she givos Lord Orville her address in Holborn.
The houses themselves are not described so well — in
fact not at all — for Fanny Burney was not given to description

112
even in her journalizing*

But we may gather a fairly good pic-

108
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ture of the size and construction of the homes "by casual remarks
naming the rooms,
The Branghton house in Snow Hill we may describe rather
fully.

It must have been a tall, rectangular building.

The

113
ground floor was given over to the silversmith*s shop*

The

first floor (up one flight of steps) was rented to Mr Smith and

114
included the dining room and, we presume, a bedroom*

On the

second floor was located the drawing room in which th3 Misses
Branghton were taking tea when Evelina arrived.

They were

115
ashamed to be found in this room up two flights of stairs.

116
Later on, however, the girls are dressing in this room,

which

seems strange since at the top of the house was the room in which

117
"Poll’s things” were thrown about.

Hr Macartney’s room is ap-

118
parently on this top floor or on the second.

Dinner was served

119
in the second-floor room

since Mr Smith refused the use of his.

Mrs Beaumont’s house on Clinton Hill was evidently
quite large. The parlor downstairs was the scone of one dinner
120
121
party,
while the drawing room upstairs was the scone of another.

122
Callers were shown into the parlor,

but Sir Clement appears un~

123
ceremoniously in the drawing room.
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124
parlor,

although Evelina and lord Orville were in the dining
125
room while the table was being laid.
The social gathering

place, and perhaps the most popular room of all was the draw¬
ing room.

Here it was that guests were shorn after dinner for
126

their tea.
The dressing room was an interesting chamber.

Ho one

ever dressed in it; it was used as a lady’s boudoir or sitting
room and there was no suggestion of impropriety in a man’s
127
presence there.
Lady Howard invited Mne. Duval into her dress-

120
ing room.

Cecilia took Mr Monckton to hero for a private con129
vorsation at the suggestion of Mrs Charlton.
In Cecilia and Camilla we hear of the "breakfast apart130
ment"
but we cannot be sure that this was not the drawing room
or the parlor.

In 1777, Fanny Burney speaks of a oertain room as
131
a "dining room", but later in her diary she writes over it "draw¬
ing room".

In 1755, Mrs Dal any speaks of her "dining room, vul¬

garly so-calledo"

Annie Eaine Ellis, in a foot note, explains

that the old words were "parlor" for any Bitting-room; "eating—”
or "dining-parlour" and chamber or bed-chamber for rooms distinct
132
from those of reception.
This note is rather curious in view of the terras used
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■by James Paine in describing Lord Petre’s house in Park Lane in 1783.
The first room he mentions as being on the main floor is the "dining
room?

Other rooms on this floor are listed as the library, which

may be used as a dressing room, a small powdering closet, a sort of
butler’s pantry, "which serves for the clerk of the kitchen to
change the courses from the table."
following Paine’s outline of the house, we find on the
"chamber floor" a waiting room, a dressing room, a drawing room,
and the principal bed-chamber, while the attic floor contained
bedrooms and a nursery.
The basement: or "office story" in this description is
said to be partly under ground and to contain a servants’ hall
and servants* living quarters, a store room, the kitchen, a scul¬
lery, bakehouse, and larders.

The inconvenience of such an ar¬

rangement might be imagined in a household like the BranghtonS’
where the maid had "so often to go downstairs for something
134
that was forgotten" that the Branghtons had largely to wait on
themselves.
At Mrs Charlton’s, which was in the country, the house
135
was apparently built on the Palladian plan since more ground
space was available. When Mrs Delville and Mortimer arrived to
visit Cecilia they \vero, no doubt, shown into the large drawing
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136
room, which was located downstairs, behind the central hall,
for we are told that Cecilia went "downstairs" to receive them,
138
and that Mrs Delville "flew into the next parlor",
which we

137

take to he the "small drawing room" of this plan,
The crowded condition of the London residential sec¬
tions made it necessary for inferior houses, especially, to he
139
built quite high and narrow, some being as high as four stories.
The disadvantage of living on the third story is given not only
140
by the shame of Miss Branghton in receiving Evelina in that room,
but also by Henrietta who was surprised at a visit from Cecilia
"at such a place as this! up two pair of stairs! no fhrniturej
141
no servantI"
Letter writing undoubtedly occupied a large part of
the time of one living in the eighteenth century, and continuous
and lengthy correspondence was popular as a practice.
As we know, Fanny Burney was a letter writer of no mean
ability. The title Diary and Letters of Madame DfArblay indicates
that a large part of her work consisted in this form of writing.
Her journal, generally spoken of as her diary, is a sort of series
of letters to herself, or to "Hobody" as she termed it, in her

136
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142
introduction
to her first diary at the age of fifteen.

Later

she addressed her journal to her sister, Susan, and it was in
turn passed to '•Daddy" Crisp and to several other intimate
friends to read.
When we observe the art as it was developed under the
skill of Miss Burney, we can readily see why those recipients
were so eager that she should not nagleot them.

However, the

letters from Mr Crisp, Susan, and Charlotte Burney, Mrs Thrale,
and the others included in the publication are ample evidence
that the art was not restricted to the few, but was rather the
accomplishment of the many.
A certain conventional form was more or less fol¬
lowed in writing letters.

The use of the third person is per¬

haps the most striking difference from our modern form.

Even

in hasty notes to intimate acquaintances we find this practiced.
The letter from young Dalville to Cecilia in connection with
his proposal of marriage will serve as an example.

Although it

becomes more familiar as it progresses, it begins in this
143
stilted form:
"To Miss Beverley.
"September 20, 1779.

142
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143
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"What could he the apprehensions, the suspicions of
Miss Beverley when so earnestly she prohibited my writing?"
If this he the form used hy a young couple on the point
of becoming engaged, it is not surprising to find an even more formal
144
note from Mrs. Selwyn to Sir John Belmonts
"To Sir John Belmont, Bart.
"Mrs Selwyn presents her compliments to Sir John Bel¬
mont, and, if he is at leisure, will he glad to wait on
him this morning, upon business of importance."
145
Fanny Burney’s postscript to a letter to Dr Johnson
shows the same conventionality, with an ingenious hint at familiarity,
fbr she had been for some time olosely associated with him at the
home of Mrs Thrale at the time of the writing (1779):
"P.S.

Dr Johnson’s other pupil a little long3 to

add a few lines to this letter,— hut knows too well
that all she has to say might he comprised in signing
herself his obliged and most obedient servant, F. B.s
so that’s better than a long rigamarole about nothing."
Perhaps this use of the third person is either explained
by, or explains, the fact that letters as a rule had no salutation.
The name of the person to whom the letter was addressed being included
in the first sentence of a letter would males a salutation unnecessary,

144
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or, on the other hand, the omission of a salutation would make It
necessary that the name he included in the body of the letters
What the form of the letter lacked in a salutation ms
more than made up in the complimentary close.

The series of ex¬

press ions of devotion and humility usually grew out of the letter
146
itself.

Thus Delville closes his long letter to Cecilia:
"....do not... deny yourself that delight which your bene¬
volence will afford you, in snatching from the pangs of
unavailing regret and misery» the gratefullest of men
in the
"humblest and most devoted
"of your servants,
"MOBTIMEB DELVILLE."
The customary dosing was suoh as that used by Miss Burney
147

in her letter to Mrs Gast,

intimate friend of Mr Crisp:

"I remain, dear madam, your obliged and affection¬
ately obedient servant,
"F. BOTNET."
We may truly doubt the sincerity of all that was said in
the eighteenth century letter.

So much was included for effect,

with a possible thought that it might be read by more than the one
to whom it was addressed, that we are sometimes prone to discount all
emotion from suoh a passage as this, found at the close of a letter
148
from Mrs Thrale:
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"Adieu, dearQDt, loveliest BurneyS

Write to

me kindly, think of me partially, come to me will¬
ingly, and dream of me if you will; for I am, as you
well know, ever yours.
"H.L.fl."
She longth of letters varied.

Wo are told in the editor’s

note at the "beginning of the Early Diazy, Volume II, that Fanny
Burney wrote a series of letters from "six to twelve large quarto
pages" to Mr Crisp.

Ordinary letters ranged from three to seven

quarto pages long, and even under such unpleasant conditions as
writing in a "fireless" room, Fanny f8lt called upon to fill three
149
or four pages.
Judging hy the longth of the letters written "by
Fanny Burney in her private correspondence, we would say that the
letters in Evolina are not of abnormal length merely for the pur¬
pose of carrying on the thread of the story, and that those found
150
in Cecilia
likewise are representative in length*
Very little mention is made of the writing materials.
We know that pen and ink were used, for Cecilia was denied such
a luxury at Mr Briggs’ where shoe-blacking preceded the aoquisi151
tion of ink.
Fine writing paper was apparently in common use,
for an anonymous letter from "Snow Hill" addressed to MISB Burney
152
was written on fine "^renoh-giaaed and gilt paper,"
and Miss
152a
Monckton used such elaborate stationery for an invitation.

149
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Mias Burney humorously observes her practice in writing to her
153
sister on "riff-raff”s
"Is it not a shocking thing, my dear Susette, that I
am obliged to write to you upon this decent paper?

I never

bring half enough riff-raff with me for the volumes I write to
you, and yet it always goes to my heart to treat you so genteel¬
ly,"
The length of the letters together with the cost of
stationery, as this passage indicates, no doubt accounts for
the scarcity when Susan said she could not write more for lack
154
of paper.
The postal service was not above reproach, a condi¬
tion which is echoed in the novels. There were certain "post
155
days"
of which we know that Friday was not one, but that lionday most likely was.

The cost of postage' was one shilling an

ounce such a distance as that from Clifton to Dorchester, and
was one shilling, four pence from Berry Hill to London, according
156
to the computation of Sir Frank Mackinnon,
who also humorous¬
ly observes that Mr Tillars might have rejoiced at the thougit
that Evelina’s "paragon of a husband would' in the future be able
to frank her lettersStrangely, the recipient of the letter
157
paid the postage.
Ihen a letter was "franked", no postage was

153 156
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158
Hetty received a dozen franks from Mr Dundas,
and Mrs
159
Thrale frequently supplied Fanny with. them.
There were no
due,

envelopes as we have today, When Mr Villars spoke of an "empty
160
cover,"
he must have meant simply a sheet of paper folded
161
around the letter and sealed.
The "tablets" of which Miss Burney speaks and in which
162
she kept memoranda were possibly the sort of notebook which
Sir Clement in Evelina calls by the same name , as being that in
163
which he wrote stanzas of a poem at the Bristol pump room*
An interesting note upon the handwriting of the age,
164
made by Mrs Thrale,
is somewhat relevant though it does not
specifically pertain to the novels themselves.

When Dr Johnson

complained because Dr Jebb "did not write his name as he ought
to do," Mrs Thrale said, "Well it does not signify but the com¬
mercial fashion of writing gains ground every day, for all Miss
Burney abuses it, with her Smiths and her Branghtons.

Does not

the great Mr Pennant write like a clerk, without any pronouns?
and doe3 not everybody flourish their names till nobody can
read them?"
There was probably a convention in sooiety which fbrbade the correspondence between marriageable persons not engaged

162
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165
to "be married*

Instances of the existence of such a conven¬

tion are found in several places in the novels.

Evelina felt

"treated with indignity" "by the familiar letter from Lord Or166
villa;
she disliked the "clandestine air" of his proposal to
send a servant to the house for an answer rather than having it
167
directed to the house;
and especially insulting was the sentence
in which he referred to the correspondence "sweetly commenced" "by
168
Evelina*
Eugenia was made to see the "impropriety" of a let168a
ter from Bellamy*
Despite the fact that Lady Honoria Pemberton was sug¬
gested as a suitable matoh fbr young Delville, she expressed her
willingness to write to him, "He’s my cousin, so there will be no
169
great impropriety in it."
Perhaps this convention explains one
of the reasons why Cecilia protested receiving a letter from
170
Delville before they were engaged.
Business practices of the day furnish an interesting
phase of the eighteenth century background which is reflected
in the literature*

The shops played a large part in the life

of the town, and shopping itself was a social activity.

Shop¬

keepers were expected to be complaisant while those who wished
171
whiled away an idle hour.
Evelina observes something of this
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172
when she goes "a shopping" with Mrs Mirvan.

"At the mil¬

liners, the ladies we mat were so ranch dressed, that I should
rather have imagined they were making visits than purchases."
Evelina is further struck with the fact that more often than
not they were served hy men,"so finical, so affected! they
seemed to understand every part of a woman’s dress better than
we do ourselves."
Part of tho sight-seeing of the Mirvans was to visit
173
the "curious shops." Likewise Miss Larolles, upon her visit
to Cecilia, not only recommended to the newcomer the excellence
of her own milliner, hut did not stop short of having her ac174
company her to that establishment that very morning.
"Having
finished their business," which consisted solely in "viewing the
finery displayed with delight," they proceeded to various other
dress manufacturers.

Camilla awaited the outcome of the raffle
174a
at a haberdasher’s shop.
The social atmosphere which enveloped the shops make it
plausible that "stools were procured" for Evelina arid line. Duval

in the shop where they sat and talked while waiting for the Misses
175
Branghton to finish dressing#
This wa3 the favorite haunt of
Mr Macartney whom Evelina found "seated in a corner of the shop
176
with a book in his hand."

172
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Branghton 'being a silversmith, his shop would not "be
as attractive a gathering place as a bookseller’s, where hours
177 178
could be passed reading newspapers, writing letters, as well
as browsing through the new books. Booksellers* shops might also
179
be gathering places for such a public affair as a raffle.
Although mention is made in the Diary in connection with
the popularity of Evelina of the lending system of booksellers,
"the folks that hire it keep lending it from one to another in
180
such a manner that it is never returned to the library."
In
Cecilia no such system is indicated. Cecilia, desiring to read
as recreation, runs up a bill at the booksellers. Mr Briggs
suggests that she return tbs books, wMoh plan Cecilia says is
impossible "for I have had them son© time and cannot expect the
181
bookseller to take them again," Had a library been there, she
would most likely have rented the books.
Books were relatively expensive, fbr Cecilia*s bill
was over a hundred pounds; so Mr Briggs suggested to Cecilia that
she could effect a great saving by going to Moorfields where she
182
could "pick up enough at an old stall" at two pence a piece.
Like most business enterprises tha auction was a success
185
when fashionable life of the tom took notice.
Tickets were

177
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sent out and large crowds gathered either at the homo of the per183a
son to he sold out or in the Pall Mall*
Miss Burney takes ad¬
vantage of the custom to furnish Miss Larolles something to gush
over: "Che most shocking thing in nature was going to the sale
{Harrels1 )■*

I never missed a Tingle day.

One used to meet the

whole world there, and everybody was so sorry you can’t imagine
184
..."
Since the crowd was expected to he "terrific" at Lord
Belgrade’s sale, for the "creditors hod seized everything — even
the buckles off Lady Belgrade’s shoes —" Miss Larolles was most
185
eager to go.
Constant reference is frequently made in novels to such
ordinary topics as means of transportation.

Horseback was the

most common fbrm of travel for the men.

Sir Boht. Floyer "came
186
on horseback through the streets" when he was lazy;
Sir Clement
187
came thus to Howard Grove from London;
and Mr Honckton did not
188
ride in the carriage with his wife when going into town.
It

was customary for a man, even if well to do, to travel on horse189
back, with a servant oar tying his portmanteau on a second horse.
The vehicle of travel ordinarily used by women for trans¬
portation about town was the "chair."
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184
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surprise to find Mr Delvillo, instead of a lady, when he saw a
ohair in the entry at Mrs Belfield’s, "not much thinking of
gentlemen’s going about in that manner, being I never did it my190
self#"
These Sedan chairs wore licensed to carry passengers
191
192
at one shilling the mile.
Two men bore them through the streets,
and often times, as at the Belfields’, they were brought into the
195
house itself.
They carried usually only one passenger and if
attended by a gentleman, th6 young lady rode within, while ho
194
walked alongside it.
Mr Seaton would have violated this con¬
vention when seeing Hetty Burney home on a rainy evening, but she
195
would not consent to his riding in the chair with her.
The chaise was also used frequently in travel.

It is

described by liackinnon as a light, closed carriage with four
wheels, with only two seats facing forward.

It had no box seat,

the horse, or the near horse of tbs pair, being ridden by a pos¬
tilion.

It carried two passengers; a third must sit forward on

a small seat drawn out between the legs of other passengers. A
small trunk could be strapped on in the rear. There were side lamps
196
for night travel, which were called "moons"•
As she rode in ths
chaise which had brought her to London, Cecilia read after dark her

190
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197
note from Dalville "lay the light of lamps."

The possibility

of this meaning the small lights within the chaise seems more
198
199
likely than street lamps. The coach-,
the phaeton
and the

200
hackney-coach,

are other types o f carriages mentioned*

Ho discussion of the customs of an age would be complete
without a mention of weddings and fhnerals.

Although these two

ceremonies are not fully described in the novels, we may briefly
note the reference made to them.

Perhaps the fact that weddings

201
were normally managed with much less ceremony
lack of elaboration.

explains this

Fanny Burney expresses the current opinion

that a public marriage was an ordeal to be avoided by a well
brought up young lady since it would offend the fashionable female

202
delicacy,

when she "trembled for the bride" at a "publick" wed203
ding which she describes*
Perhaps this, too, accounts for
204
Cecilia’s consent to a secret wedding.
On the other hand, "mourners both honored the dead and
205
comforted thair grief by a lavish funeral display."
Among the
smaller tradesmen and shopkeepers the rest of the family were

prepared to make considerable sacrifices to have at least two or
206
three coaches following the hearse*
This sentiment is admirably
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expressed lay Mrs Hill, a poverty-stricken carpenter’s wife*

Upon

losing her son, she says, "we could not hear hut hury him prettily,
because it was the last we could do for him; hut we could hardly
scrape up enough for it, and yet we all went without our dinners

207
to help forward.

How much actual knowledge did Eanny IHxrney

have of the poorer class into which Mrs Hill would fall?

We find

no record in her diary of her having witnessed such poverty, and
yet her expression in connection with such matters seems true and
acourate.
Unless it was to stress the social collapse of the Bar¬
rels as well as the "unlawful and irreligious" oharacter of the

208
suicide which was‘a "great hardship to trade into the bargain,"
the entire laok of details concerning Hr Barrel’s funeral is inex¬
plicable, fbrafter the body \?as taken to the nearest undertaker’s

209
to be kept there until it could be conveyed to town in a coffin,
the only other mention made is that Hr Arnott, after carrying Mrs
Harrel to his country house in Suffolk, "hastened back to super-

210
intend the funeral."

Th3 absence of the wife seems inconsistent

with custom if not with character#

207
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III

THE SOCIAL COLE

Having examined that phase of manners understood as
customs or practices of the people, let us turn now to an equally
fruitful source of material and perhaps a more entertaining side
of ths life of the age, which is generally termed the social code
and includes the behavior growing out of social conventions, ths
familiarities or improprieties, and ths morals.
"Delicacy, like taste, can only partially be taught, and
will always be superficial and erring when it is not innate," Mr

1
Belfield wisely observes to Cecilias
ners and other marks of culture.

Thus it is with good man¬

Where superficiality creeps in,

Fanny Burney exaggerates to mark the affectations of the "polite
world."

Hence, it is especially necessary that we note with care

the convention or condition as it actually existed so that we may
better appreciate the approach made in the novels.
Foremost among the proprieties are those relating to the
conduct of a young person at a dance.

Usually, the young lady-

should be formally introduced to her partner,

by the master of

2
ceremonies, at least, though this was by no means essential, for

1
Cec., Ill, 29.

2
Cam., I, 124.
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Miss S

of Lewes said to Miss Barney Between dances, "I wonder
3
what ray partner’s name is — do you know?” Evelina suffered at
the strange young man’s "boldness who persisted in dancing with
her at the ridotto and who then cautioned her against dancing in
4
public with a stranger? She found it unavoidable at the first
4a
dance she attended, for she knew no one.
In this affair we have a very good example of how an
actual incident in the life of Miss Burney provided her with
material for her novels.

She takes one "faux pas" committed by

herself and adds color by developing several others.

It was at

the private dance of Mr Pugh’s that Fanny, fatigued and suffering
from a cold, "committed a fault from inattention," which was seat¬
ing herself "after having gone down a dance without walking up it
5
again." Her attention was quite rudely called to her error, and
she was unduly abashed. Ihis identical error Evelina commits,
but her partner stops her, saying that she could by no means re¬
turn to her party, "without giving offence," before they had
6

"done the duty of walking up the dance."
Another wall established point of etiquette was this:
if a young lady refused the first gentleman who approached, and
were not actually previously engaged, she could not later accept

5
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another invitation to dance, Evelina learned this with much
7
chagrin* hut Cecilia and Camilla were hotter informed and avoided
the necessity of refusing a partner so that they would not have

6
to remain seated during the entire hall*
9
Partners, as a rule* were changed every two dances.
At least it was not proper to leave one’s partner in the middle

1°
of the floor after just one dance, as Evelina did,

even though

one was disconcerted hy the fact that she was dancing with a
nobleman.

Where partners were chosen previous to the dance, hy

11
the host, as we find at the Pugh assembly,

no amount of per¬

suasion could produce a change in the arrangement, despite the
fact that Fanny was too fatigued to dance at all and wanted to
relieve her partner of his obligation.
An invitation to dance was accompanied hy a "how'’ on the
part of the gentleman, and often the formality of words was dis¬
pensed with, and thus we find Mr Dundao "making his bow" to Fanny,

12
and Major Cerwood to Camilla,
It was entirely proper that a young lady he accompanied
to a dance or an assembly hy a chaperone, and partners were ohosen

7
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12
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after reaching the ballroom.

A young man might bid for a young

lady’s favor in granting him a dance by sending her tickets to
the affair.

The masquerade Dutchman sent three tickets for the

Chelsea Assembly, "hoping the Miss Burneys will have the good13
ness to find a chaperone..."
, and Mr Smith called to offer
14
Evelina a ticket to the next Hampstead Assembly, the acceptance
of which lime. Duval insisted upon so that she might dance her¬
self with Mr Smith.
Just what disposal was mads of the chaperone, once the
dance was wall under way, seems dependent on th3 wishes of the
lady herself.

She might watch the dancers, or play at cards as
15
Mrs Hirvan chose to do, but she was apparently not expected to
dance.

The young lady should be accompanied home by her

chaperone, which might be a cause of deep suffering should the
16
chaperone be taken ill and wiBh to leave early, unless during
the course of the affair she met someone who wished to see her
17
home or unless she herself wished to leave early and was accom18
panied by servants.
The rank of the chaperone brought corres¬
ponding honor to the young lady under her care5 hence, Fanny’s
19
delight in being accompanied by Lady Byron and in the offer

13
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20
of the famou.3 Lady Miller of Bath Easton to he her chaperone*
The "ticket” or invitation to these affairs wa3 not pur¬
chased hut was sent out by the host or hostess.

Miss Larolles

explains the ticket to Lady Hyland’s assembly as "only a visiting

21
card with a name upon it,"

If the invitation was to include sup-

22
per, it was usually noted on the card*

If not made in writing,

an invitation might he extended hy a personal call, a possibility
23
suggested hy Mrs Barrel for Cecilia*s hid for Mrs Mear*s assembly.
A nineteenth century writer, Oscar Wilde, revives this social prac¬
tice of inviting hy "tickets" as an important part of the theme
of Lady Windermere*s Fan, pointing out its advantage in keeping an
affair "exclusive,"
Etiquette demanded that the next morning after a dance
or an assembly the gentleman should call to inquire concerning his
24partner* s health, or, at the very least, to send his servant.
Mr Seaton hesitated whether to call upon a slight acquaintance,
hut with an additional motive in a message from Mrs Pringle, he
came hy to make sure Hetty "caught no cold last night, for she
25
came away, just after a dance."
Lord Orville very properly ob26
served this duty,
hut Evelina was exceedingly disappointed once
when she found he had sent only his servant, "without troubling
27
to call himself."
She did not "trouble" to receive Sir Clement

20
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28
on his morning call*
Although a young lady might dance without knowing the
29
name of her partner, Evelina could not take the liberty of hav30
ing Hr Macartney call on her at Mrs Beaumont* s, because he was
not acquainted with Mrs Beaumont; so Lord Orville made Macartney's
acquaintance and pretended that he and not Evelina was receiving
the call,
Very definite rules are laid down concerning visiting in
Mrs Barrel’s circle,
"A first visit ought to be returned always
31
by the third day," and Miss Larolles finds Cecilia extremely rude
32
in not observing this practice:
"You must know I met her at Mrs .Barrel* a the day she came
to town, and the very next morning I waited on her myself, for I
would not send her a ticket, because I really wished to be civil
to her: well the day after, she never came near me, though I
called upon her again: however, I did not take any notice of that;
but when the third day came and I fbund she had not even sent me a
ticket, I thought it monstrous ill-bred indeed.,., so I suppose
she don't like me; so I shall drop her acquaintance."
Miss Bowdler is found guilty of a breach of propriety by
Miss Burney beoause she "indulges her fancy" for the company of
gentlemen, "is perpetually at Hr. Crispan’s, notwithstanding a

28

31
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very young man lives in the same house; not contented with a call,
33
she very frequently sups with them."
We may see reflected in Mr
Delville's mistaken notion of Cecilia’s visits to the home of the
Belfields, this same idea of supposedly improper conduct and "con¬
tempt for public opinion,"

Even Mrs Belfield*s "misconstruction

of Cecilia’s good offices," embarrasses her, and she tells Henri¬
etta, "Had I not known you, however well I might have wished your
34
brother, I should certainly not have visited at his house,"
There were certain formalities in connection with one’s
dress in visiting or receiving visitors,

Cecilia’s maid asked

if she chose to "have her gloves" to go downstairs to receive
35
young Dalvillo, Mrs Selwyn asked for her hat to take a walk
36
just after breakfast, but often you might walk out in London "in a sort
of negligee or morning dress, your hair not dressed but merely rolled
57
up in rollers, and in a frock and boots."
Fanny says the Duchess
of Devonshire walked in an "undressed and slatternly manner" on
Sunday morning in the Park.

"Two of her curls came quite un¬

pinned, and fell hank on one of her shoulders; one shoe was down
at heel, the trimming of her jacket and coat was in some places
unsewn; her cap was awry; and her cloak.....was half flung on
38
and half off."
This same modest writer is surprised that Mrs
Wall should appear for dinner with only her hair dressed, "no

35
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39
cap on."
Comparing the attitude of Miss Burney expressed by
these excerpts from her diaiy with the usual custom of the day
just mentioned, we might conclude that she is concerned with the
appearance of modesty and propriety oven more than fashion de¬
manded.

Is it any wonder that she had her heroine wear gloves

to receive a caller?
The formal Introduction was evidently not a part of
eighteenth century politeness.

Guests at an assembly were usual¬

ly "announced”, but we find Sir Joshua Reynolds discarding this
40
ceremony after a certain hour.
Upon being requested to do so,
a host might introduce a guest to such distinguished guests, who
were present. When one was as eager as Soame Jenyns was to meet
41
Miss Burney,
a meeting might be specially arranged with witnesses
to view the introduction. Even on such an occasion, however, there
is no record of an actual presentation, the one to the other, but
Mr Jenyns simply "hastened up to her {Miss Burney), and began

a

long harangue...."
This practice is borne out by the novels. Mrs Beaumont
42
did not introduce her guests,
and Lord Orville was not presented
43
to Mr Macartney by Evelina when he met them talking together,
but ho had to seek his acquaintance elsewhere.

Of coarse, after

Evelina comes into her rightful name, Lord Orville asked for "the

42
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honor of introducing" her by her real name to Mrs Beaumont and
44
his sister.
A "how", "curtsy", or "reverence" were the usual means
of acknowledging an introduction, when one was made, or often
45
of expressing thanks, or of answering a remark, . Miss Burney
speaks of a singer*s answering loud applause with an "Italian
46
curtsie, alias a how" and a footnote explains that this "curtsie
(much abridged of its graceful slowness of head) has supplanted
the old English curtsey, except at court,"

(in 1775).

Fanny made "all possible reverences" in reply to the
47
expressions of delight of Mr Jenyns in meeting her, and Prince
Orloff made a bow to and received a curtsie from every one who
48
looked at his picture of the Czarina.
This form is follovs/ed
i

by Evelina who curtsied upon being presented to Lady Louisa
49
Orville, "courtesied" to Mr Macartney upon seeing him unexpected60
ly,
and in every instance the curtsey, rather than the bow, is
51
spoken of as used by ladies in salutation.
Cecilia thanked
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52
Mrs Dolvillo only "by curtsying.

In contrast to the feminine

goes to "make a bov;’1 to his daughter’s partner
55
before leaving the dance.
curtsey, Mr 8

It was polite for a gentleman to "hand" a lady into her
54
carriage or to her chair when she left a house or - theater, or
55 .
from her carriage to a building, as well as to conduct her thus
56
from the garden into the house.
Even Mae. Duval wa3 "handed up
57
the stairs" by M. DuBois,
Again we find an incident in the life
of Miss Burney which coincides with one re3.ated by her in fiction.
She was being "handed" into her coach by Mr Bandas when his brother
58
brushed ahead of him and helped her#
Her irritation and that of
Dundas evidently suggested a similar feeling on the part of Evelina,
when a strange nobleman supplanted Sir Clement in performing that
59
courtesy.
In contrast to the polite manners of most of the book
are the ill manners of the Branghtons.

It is not difficult to

note hoxi ill bred is Miss Branghton when she flings herself into
60
the chair out of which Evelina arose to receive her, or how
coarse is the son when he sticks his handkerchief in his mouth
61
to stop his laughter.
As representatives of the lower middle
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63

class, the Branghtons were created By Hiss Burney to show an utter
lack of polish and refinement*

If wo may accept Dorothy Marshall

as an authority, we may take the picture to he a true one, typical
of the gro

lady in society apparently Bordered on the American practice of
having a girl of twenty to twenty-one make her "debut,"

Fanny

Burney is concerned with the reactions of a young lady "upon her
entrance into the world", one might add "Great World", in her
first novel, Evelina*

The heroins is seventeen, and as she says,

"unused to the situations in which I find nyself, and embarrassed
By the slightest difficulties, I seldom, till too late, discover
63a
how I ought to act*"
Lady Honoria Pemberton, seventeen, discredits her sister,
Lady Euphasia, two years the younger, in these terms, "She has
seen nothing of the world, for she has never Been presented yet,
64
so she is not come out, you know, But she’s to came out next year."
Certain actions fall under the classification of
familiarities or, in some instances, vulgarities, which tend to
accentuate the correctness of polite Behavior*

'The grosser char¬

acters are found in Evelina, with Captain Hirvan, perhaps the
crudest in a coarse way, and the Branghtons, Line. Duval, and Mr

62
Op. oit«, 338.
63
Cam., I, 92-4.

63a
Ev., 377.
64
Ceo., II, 182.

64

Smith likewiso having crude traits*

Oeoilia has a somewhat dif¬

ferent purpose, and none of the characters approach the rudeness
of those named*

Sir Eobt. Floyer and Hr Morrice are rather an¬

noying persons, "but they do not ever actually become coarse.

Hr

Briggs is disagreeable and avaricious, hut he does not have the
uncontrolled temper of Line. Duval or dastardly schemes of Capt.
65
Mirvan.
Growing out of his aversion for the French, the captain
takes a strong dislike to I&ne. Duval, whom ho treats rudely,

66
teases, rags, and tricks at every opportunity*

Ho even goes so

far as to cansG the old lady to he covered with mud and frightened
67
half to death* Mme. Duval resents the Captain’s treatment hut be¬
ing incapable of retaliating in a similar manner, 3he resorts to
63
coarse language, and one time spits in his faoeo
Her violence
69
and vulgarity show a total lack of propriety*
She also readily
turns Sir Clement out of her house and asks Lord Orville for the
use of his coach, "a liberty which I should have blushed to have
70
taken with the most intimate o f iny friends," Evelina remarks*
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Evelina might well have been embarrassed at being seen
with the Branghtons, "a party so vulgar in themselves and so
71
familiar to me."
Tom, the son, gay in temper, delights in tor72
menting his sisters by telling their secrets and by exposing
their ways.

By being partial to Evelina he tantalises his sis¬

ters further and at the same time irritates his cousin herself.
Miss Branghton "proud and ill-tempered" has little affection for
her sister, Polly, who is "very giddy, very ignorant, but very
75
good-natured."
Mr Smith*s familiarity is the principal source
of the unpleasantness which Evelina experiences in his Compaq.
’.Then a conversation bordered on too intimate a subject,
it embarrassed Miss Burney.

Mr Seaton’s remark that Hetty would
74

"talcs her garter and hang herself" if she had to go to the country
was too familiar for her sensitive nature.

Yet she did not appear

embarrassed when Sir Herbert stuck a spoon down the bosom of Miss
75
W—a simple girl, while she was trying to sing!
Under different
conditions, such an act might have been most offensive.

Was not

young Delville aware that he was guilty of an "impropriety" when he
76
took Cecilia’s aim to help her over the path during a storm?
To
have Mr Smith place his hands on her shoulders when addressing her,
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77
mast have "been a shook to Evelina,,
Actual contact was not necessary for a young lady to
■become offended.

Evelina was "shocked at the impertinence" of a

78
nobleman.who stared at her and who asked her name of Lord Orville,
as she was when three gentlemen on the walk at Bristol "fixed
their eyes boldly" on her, alternately looking under her hat
79
and whispering one to another.
Such a customary article of apparel as a wig could not
be removed in public without creating the utter consternation of
the company, even though the gentleman might simply want to wipe
89
his head, as Mr Briggs did.
Delicacy like that expressed by Miss Burney in desiring
to avoid kissing her aunts, "as nothing can be so disagreeable
81
as kissing befbre young men," must have been offended when the
young man whom she had just mat came up and kissed her himself.
Mr Jennirgs would have kissed Fanny, but Mrs fhrale interposed,
"ITobody kisses Miss Burney in this house but myself."

And Mr

Seward vouched for the statement by saying, "I have ventured to
sometimes touch the tip of Miss Burney’s little finger nail, but
82
never farther."
In the novels, the love scenes are characterized by an
irtter lack of such demonstrations of affection as kissing, with

77
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the exception, of course, of the formality of kissing the hand.
83
Evelina makes no particular comment on the fact that Lord Orville
84
and Sir Clement each kiss her hand, nor is she particularly
85
elated when Lord Orville kisses it twice, although she thinks
it wise to withdraw her hand when someone enters.
tf

In contrast,
1

I

however, is her terror at Sir Clement’s passionately kissing her

86
hand.
Equally marked in formality is the mode of address cus¬
tomarily used in the novels.

Most of the characters could dis¬

pense \7ith their Christian names as they are seldom used.
"Cousin"
87
or "Miss"
is the only appellation Evelina receives from the
Branghtons, and she herself addresses her dearest friend in only

88
one letter as "Ify sweet Maria".
All others begin with "Miss
89
Mirvan".
Even though engaged, Lord Orville and Evelina are
90
still "My Lord" and "Miss Anville",
just as Lady Louisa and
91
Lord Mertoun, fianeed, are "My Lord" and "Your Ladyship."
Growing out of the proprieties o f the age are the
morals.

A difficult term in itBelf, we must look to the opinions

of society as a means of determining the standard of morality
observed.

Mrs Delville makes an interesting remark when she ex-
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presses a wish that Lady Honoria were safely married.

She says,,

"Yet according to the pernicious manners and maxims of the present
age, she is perhaps more secure from misconduct while single, than
92
she will he when married.”
Lady Honoria reiterates, with a slightly different turn,
"You can do nothing at all without being married; a single woman
is a thousand times more shackled than a wife, for she is account¬
able to every body, and a wife, you know, has nothing to do but
93
just to manage her husband."
In recommending Lord Berford she
explains, "He will make the prettiest husband in the world; you
may fly about yourself, wild as a lark, and keep him the whole
94
time as tame as a jackdaw."
That apparently is what many women actually did.

Mr

Seaton observes that "Ladies of quality leave their husbands,
95
forfeiting their reputations."
But more specifically we have
the example of "Mrs S., a woman of fortune and figure," who
lived near Bewdley, and who had become infatuated with Bichard
96
Burney, insomuch as to "invite him to town with her."
Although
she had a husband and two daughters, one sixteen, she flirted
with Richard and admired his affectation.
Again there was Mrs Y/all of Gloucester whom fianny
visited.

She was "as cavalier and easy in her actions as her
97
husband in words." Fanny characterizes her tartly, "She makes
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it a rule never to look at a woman when she can seo a man.”
She also held Biohard high in her favor, although she did not
"confine her smiles to him."

"Were I Dr. Wall, I should he

infinitely miserable to have a wife so apparently addicted to
flirting, and seeking objects with whom to coquet from morning
99
to night." Lady Edgecombe, intrigued by the Russian prince in
exile, immediately entered into a flirtation with him, inviting
him to her home.

She said she had a "small house" but a "great

100

ambition."
The women were not alone in their "immoral" actions.
Most of the bachelors and many of the married men had mistresses.
Those women were not exactly accepted in society, but they \7ere
certainly taken for granted.

Fanny Burney indicates the inevit¬

ability and the impropriety of the practice, "He talks of it (a
book) as a man might talk of his mistress, provided he had so
101

little wit as to talk of her at all."

As we know, in French

society particularly, the courtesan and members of the demi¬
monde gradually threatened to supplant the respectable ladies
in the favor of men generally. Alexander Dumas Fils describes
the attempt of an adventuress, Suzanne d’Ange, to break into
honorable society in his social drama, Le Dsmi- Monde (1855),
which we may take to be a study of a vital problem of nineteenth
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century life.

Men actually did marry their mistresses, we

102
learn from Mr Crutohley’s "ridioulous stoay" of a crying wife.
Mrs Dalvillo, upon hearing Lady Eonoria repeat the rumor that
young Delville "keeps a mistress somewhere in Oxford Boad", seems
more concerned in trying to stop Lady Honoria’s gossiping than in
103
trying to refute the statement.
She does take pains to explode
the absurd account of Mortimer® s

keeping his mistress with her
104

child at the cabin near the castle.
A Miss Enily, "a celebrated courtesan", sat fbr a paint¬
ing called "Thais", exhibited among the best works of Sir Joshua
105
Reynolds*
It is said that the painting was made at the request
of Hon. Chas. Greville.

This is certainly public acknowledgment.

The courtesan or mistress is to be distinguished from
the "women of low character" who infested the streets after dark.
The latter were usually treated with insults, and a woman who ven¬
tured on the streets alone subjected herself to approaches wholly
unflattering.

Cecilia was addressed repeatedly, and upon one or

two occasions, men snatched at her riding habit as she ran through
106
street after street in search of her husband.
The frequency
of "street-walkers" is evidenced by the impression that the people
of the Three Blue Balls gained with regard to Cecilia, for be¬
lieving her to be a "woman of the town," they were going to turn

105
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107
her out roughly when they discovered their mistake*

Evelina

ms embarrassed v/hen seen miking with wOmen o f ’low character"
108
who had attached themselves to her in a dark lane*
Since little detailed information is given in this
connection, it is not unlikely that Fanny Burney drew from her
store of common knowledge for that material which she uses* She
early observes that "It is improper and impossible to keep up an
109
acquaintance with a female who has lost her character.*.."
Certainly one who had heard Dr Johnson sjealc of his
numerous "low" acquaintances was not blind to the existence of

110
profligaoy in its worst form.

Of the group of "dear creatures,"

as Dr Johnson calls them, perhaps Bet Flint is the worst.

Ihe

Doctor did not rainoe words in describing her to Fanny: "She was
habitually a slut and a drunkard, and occasionally a thief and
a harlot.... She advertised for a husband with little success,

111
for she said ’no man aspired* to her."
Drinking and betting, though generally looked upon as
vices, or at least as opposed to virtues, were not considered as

condemnable in themselves in eighteenth century life.

Heavy

112
drinking was common in all classes of society,

but we get sur¬

prisingly few accounts of drunkenness in the contemporary fiction.
Perhaps it is explained by the fact that drinking was taken so
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much for granted that little point was made of it.

In Evelina

Mr "Pillars offerB the suggestion 1hat Lord Orville was drunk
113
when he wrote the offensive letter to his ward.
Evelina readily
114
accepts thiB conjecture as a sound one.
Lord Merton and Mr
Coverley get drunk at Mrs Beaumont’s table as a part of the
evening’s celebration.

In Cecilia the only mention of intoxica/115
tion is that of the coachman.
Camilla presents an intoxicated
116
ensign at a ball*
Likewise betting and gambling or "gaming" was a favorite
pastime with the eighteenth century gentleman of every class*
Lord March and Mr Greville refer to Dr %rney the matter of decid117
ing some question on which they have "a small bet.”
It was often
the case that a rash or unstudied statement had to be substantiated
118
by a bet or a wager9 and not uncommon in determining the outcome
119
was the drawing of straws, proposed by Hr Lovell.
Cecilia wa3 led to the conclusion that a great deal of
Mr Barrel’s financial embarrassment was due to his indulgence in
120

"gaming." Be spent one whole night over the gaming table0

and

since, as she says, "Hie character of the gamester depends solely
on his luck," Mr Harrel'o luck being bad, his character was soon
lost. Miss Margland’s position in society was reduced through the
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121
extravagance and gaming of her father«
Principal among the crimes of the age was robbery.

Fanny

did not venture to take walks near the capital, as she had done in

122
the fields near Iynn, for fear of robbers.

In fact anyone on

the road after dark had a fear of being robbed. When Cecilia and
123
Mrs Charlton escaped,
they were as surprised as pleased.
In
London itself pickpockets operated with dexterity, for they were
able to rifle the pockets of Cecilia as she ran through the
124
streets.
Hobs were frequent and alarming, although good order as
125
a whole is surprising with an almost complete absence of police.
125
Dr Burney, after the Gordon Riots,
blessed every soldier he
127
saw, for he sav; "no defence from any outrage but the military."
128
Women "gangs" were active in robbing and plundering.
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IV

wmmmmr
Entertainment and amusement enter into tha life of a
people just as surely as the daily aots do*

Unusually rich is

the age that we are considering in the scope and variety of
pastimes*
As we have perceived in the occupations of the day and
in the hours observed, much leisure time remained for amusement.
The lack of "pressure” in the life of an ordinary Englishman,
outside the continual round of visiting, made recreation possible.
There seemed to be less hurrying and more time for relaxation.
The character of entertainment which they enjoyed is
typical of the social conditions affecting tha environment.

There

was a certain degree of intellectuality, a tendency toward democ¬
racy, and marked superficiality in everything that entered into
the amusements of "polite" society.
\7e find delight in tha theater, not simply from an ap¬
preciation and enjoyment of music and acting, but from the passion
for crowds and from a desire to see and be seen.

These desires

are likewise to be found in numerous other fashionable recreations.
The pleasure gardens afforded an excellent opportunity for parade and
gossip, as well as tea drinking.

The assembly, while supposedly

75

originating in the wish to participate in literary pursuits,
developed into a gathering where the conversation was heavily
loaded with triviality and artificiality.
At least tho people were tempered with a sense of humor
and good nature that permitted them to read of their absvirditiea
from the hands of a gentle satirist,
laugh.

such as Fanny Bumey, and

Mrs Thralo "refused a flaming party of blues" to receive

1
Miss Burney, lest she appear as a second Mrs Harrel.
All that Fanny Burney described was not exaggerated.
She was gifted with a keen observation that not only saw, but
saw through that which went on in tho life around her.

She was

never an active participant in the social whirl; so she might
well regard it all with an objective eye and write of it with an
humorous pen.
The theater, as we might expect, was the foremost source
of entertainment for the general public.

Ho longer the exclusive

2
rendezvous of aristocracy, it had become in the late eighteenth
century the haunt of the middle class.
With this change in audiences we find a corresponding
change in the type of drama produced, tending toward a plane of
3
higher morals. There was a wave of puritanism which cleansed
tho theater of all that was low and vulgar.

Their tastes were

1
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2
W. J. Lawrence, "Drama and The Theater," Johnson’s
England, II, 160.
3
Ibid.
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unsophisticated and received satisfaction in moralising stories
which stirred their emotions hut did not demand too much from
their intellects.

They were particularly pleased with the sort

of sentimental comedy that came from Colley Cibber and Steele*
By 1778, however, Mr Crisp finds that the "very fine4
spun, all-delicate, sentimental" comedies of late years are not
greatly relished hy the public in general.

He attributes them

to the "great parity of the age," calling the English as well
as the French "Comedies Larraoyantes” because they are "sick
things, so void of blood and spirits."

'This sentimental comedy

had already received a blow at the hands of Goldsmith who was
the first to question the validity "of the coffee-house fiat
which condemned humor as low and forbade its exemplification in
5
the theater."
It required courage to produce She Stoops to Conquer (1775) for it was contrary to what was commonly accepted,
and the audience might easily have swamped both author and pro¬
ducer had not the full-blooded humor carried the day.
The audience was a very conspicuous factor in English
drama.

A playgoer’3 Magna Carta, so to speak, had been laid

down at a trial following a riot in the Haymarket in 1738 over a
visit from some French pilayers.

The Magistrate decided "that

the public had a legal right to manifest their dislike to any
play or actor j and that the judicature of the pit had been ac-

Diary, I, 150.

5
Lawrence, op. cit., II, 165.
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6
quiesced in, time immemorial."

There was no consideration for the

female sex in the action of the audience.

$hey thought nothing

t

of receiving "an acArass of Peg Woffington’s prominence with a
shower of orange peel, if they conceived she had "been in any way

7
neglectful of her duty to the public."
There were riots at Drury L ane to protest the appearance
of French players just prior to war with France (1755), to protest
the advance in prices (1744), and at both Drury Lane and Covent
Garden as late as 1765 when an attempt was made to abolish the cus-

8
tom of a second price after the third act.

Yet the boisterous-

ness of the audience in instances of disapproval is not a theme
developed in the novels, for, as we shall see, our heroines pre¬
ferred the opera.
There are, however, references made to the theater which
we may connect with actual fact and which will therefore support
our view that Miss Burney is drawing principally from her own ex¬
perience.

In March, Evelina writes, "They tell me that London

is now in fb.ll splendour.

Two Play-houses are open, — the Opera

9
House, — Ranelagh, — and the Pantheon."

The two playhouses

were Drury Lane and Covent Garden which remained open from Septem¬
ber till May.

The Opera House was in the Haymarket and was con¬

verted into a playhouse from May till September.

6

8
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10
Evelina also attended the Fantocini,

an actual place

in London where comedies were performed in French and Italian
by puppets.

At Drury Lane Theater she saw William Congreve’s

11
"Love for Love" which she declared was "extremely indelicate,"

12
They stayed for the Faroe,

which we know went into the rather

lengthy hill of the theater.

A second price was charged after

the third act of the main play for those who wished to come to
the farce only,

To attract the masses, instead of the trivial

farce an "afterpiece" was developed, which ranged from a petit
15
comedy to a ballad opera or pantomime,
Evelina saw the "celebrated Mr.Garriok" perform Banger
at Drury Lane, and she returned quite enraptured.

"Such ease?

such vivacity in his manner2 such grace in hi3 motions? such fire
14
and meaning in his eyes2"
Ranger was the leading man’s part in
15
"The Suspicious Husband" by Benjamin Hoadly, and Hr Garrick was
a very real person to Fanny

B

urney.

She knew him not only as an

actor on the stage, but also as a personal friend of her father
16
and a visitor in their home.
It is interesting to note the com¬
ment which she made on his eyes, "I never saw in my life such
brilliant, piercing eyes as his are.

In looking at him, when I

have chanced to meet them, I have really not been able to bear

10

14
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17
their lustre."

Another time she describes him as an "early,
18
industrious, active, charming man.”
As for this particular

part, Ranger, Patiny Burney might have seen him do it in Septem¬
ber, 1778, at Covent Carden, or she may have been present at
one of the two farewell performances in I,lay and June, 1776, at
19
Drury Lane.

20
It is also possible that Hiss Burney had attended

one

or both o f the plays by foots which she combines into one title,
"The !Iino r and the Commiaeary," and which Evelina sees at the

21
Little Theater in Haynarkot

22
Sines our author wrote a play, The Witlings,

which re¬

ceived the disapproval of her father and Mr Crisp, so that it
23
never left her hands, we might expect her to have had an active
interest in the theater and a preference for it ox^er other forms
of public entertainment. This was not the case, however.

She did

enjoy play3 and attended them on numerous occasions with delight,
but she seemed at all times to prefer the opera to the theater.
We rather suspect that she \va3 speaking for herself as
well as Evelina when she wrote: "Opera is of all entertainments
24
the sweetest, the most delightful," and when she expressed regret

17
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25
that the opera was not presented every night*
In the opera we find the exclusiveness which the theater
had, lost in the patronage of the middle class, for the opera was
maintained hy those who subscribed to the support of the fine
arts, and in that way was kept rather apart from the general pub¬
lic.

It is quite logical, therefore, that Mr Branghton had so

little acquaintance with the opera that he did not know the price
26
of admission*
We might speculate as to the reason why the author
made the opera the preferred entertainment of her heroines.

In

Evelina we are inclined to Believe that it was the fashionable¬
ness of the opera which influenced this choice.

It made the "countiy

cousin” of the Branghtons superior to the extent that she "was the
27
only person o f the party who had ever before been at an opera."
She, of all the group, was in a dress suitable for the pit.

But

in Cecilia we are of the' opinion that the genuine love of music
possessed by the author is reflected in her chief character, serv¬
ing as a contrast to the superficiality and indifference of thos
about her.
This distinction between the types of those who attended
the theater and the opera is reflected in the actions of the

25
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26
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27
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audience.

At the theater we found a boisterous assertion of the

favor or displeasure with vfoioh an actor was received.

Although

a similar expression might he found at an opera, such as the sis28
ter of Gabrielle experienced when she was hissed off the stage,
yet v/e are inclined to believe that a3 a rule the noise of the
crowd was of a less violent nature.
sion conveyed by the novels.

At least, that is the impres¬

The disturbance did not so much af¬

fect the singers as it did those few in the audience who were sin¬
cerely interested in hearing the music.
Cecilia, we are told, happened to sit next to a party of
young ladies at the opera who were "so earnestly engaged in their
29
own discourse that they listened not to a note of the opera."
She heard nothing but "descriptions of trimmings, and complaints
of hair dressers, hints of conquests that teemed with vanity, and
50
histories of engagements which were inflated with exultation."
This general indifference of an audience to the music itself we
have heard expressed by Banny Burney in relating her reaction to
a concert which she attended at the home of

s

ir J. C~—-

in 1780.

"The two rooms for the company were quite full and a large party
was standing on the first floor landing place," a situation not
in itself conducive to enjoyment of music.

28
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29
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30
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the company was such that ^anny "heard scarce a note."

She says

truthfully, "llothing can he more ridiculous than a concert of this
51
sort ...*"
In short, the prime object of most attendants at an opera
or concert was not so much to enjoy the music, hut rather to mix
in a crowd.

Mrs Barrel*s love of the opera was merely a love of
32
company,fashion, and show.
The seating arrangement at the opera,
as at the theater, gave the crowd an opportunity to gather outside
the door soma time before the actual beginning of the program.
There were no reserved seats, as we have noted previously, and
people began to gather about, five, so that often they became so
crowded and impatient before the doors opened at five-thirty that
a grand scramble took place when they started for seats in the
pit, resulting often in physical injury to those who did not fully
53
proteot themselves.
We find this gathering very much to the exaggerated taste
of Miss Larolles: "It’s the best opsra we have had this season:
there’3 such a monstrous crowd there’s no stirring.

We shan’t get

in this half hour.

The coffee room is quite full; only come and
34
see: is it not delightful?”
Cecilia, impatient to hear the opera,

begged that they might make a trial to get into the pit, upon
which they found the difficulty "much exaggerated."

31
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Upon crowded nights, the members of £ party were often
35
separated, as Cecilia mentions, and any seat vacated during the
intermissions might be taken by another at will, as Miss Burney
36
herself points out,
(The reform of getting the audience off the
stage took place in 1764, but Ceoilia and Mrs Harrel secured them37
selves a box upon the stage at a rehearsal,
indioating that at
least that phase of the seating arrangement v/as still (1782) in
38
existence. Miss Burney sat in the pit, as a rule, and ofttimes
in a box, and onoe she and her sister Susan sat "at an humble
59
distance, in the gallery."
It is plausible, then, that she
should be able to imagine such a circumstance in which %elina
40
should land with the Branghtons in the one-shilling gallery;
or that she should make a point of how ladies should dress fbr
41
the pit.
42
(Che coffoe room which Hiss Larolles mentioned
v/as the
popular rendezvous for the social world.

It v/as a room adjoining

the lobby where men and women gathered for refreshment and for
conversation befo re and after the opera, us Evelina explained upon
43
her first trip there.
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With regard to the days upon which operas were given, w©
again find Miss Burney using accurate details*

She speaks of at44
tending the opera on Tuesday and again on Saturday.
Cecilia

"on the following Saturday1' went to the opera in the Haymarket
45
with Mrs Harrel and Mrs Hears.
The opera rehearsal,held in the mornings, was almost as
popular a social event as the opera itself,

Fanny Bumey attended

a rehearsal of Hauzzini's L'Broe Cinase in 1782, hut had doubtless
attended many before that, for she speaks of it as being the first
opera rehearsal at which she did not know the first singer's airs
46
long enough before he began them.
Again she could draw on her
47
experience for the elaboration of a similar event in Cecilia.
Miss Burney took an unusual interest in music and was
familiar with the leading singers on the operatic stage.

She

does not resist the temptation to include certain of her favorites
in her novels.
48
of Millico."

For instance she has Evelina praise the "sweet voice

Upon first hearing him, Miss Burney called him a
49
60
"divine singer",
and later her "darling Millico", whose voice

and "unaffectedly genuine" sensibility in singing give her
pleasure to the most "exquisite degree."
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A more striking example, however, of hov; Hiss Burney
drew from her own emotions and reactions to place her own words
in the mouths of her characters than that pertaining to the cele¬
brated Pacchierotti, would he difficult to find.

She heard

Pacchierotti sing-at her father’s house one Sunday in January,
1779.

lie sang a rondeau and another song from the opera Artaserse

by Bertoni. About his rendition she says, "Such taste, expression,
freedom, fancy, and variety, never were before joined, but in
61
Agujari.”
Turning to the novels, we find that Cecilia heard
Pacchierotti at a rehearsal of the same opera, Artaserse.

She

wa3 charmed by the "refinement of his taste and masterly originality
of his genius.”

His voice, always either sweet or impassioned,

delivered those words (of sono innocents) in a tone of softness,
52
pathos, and sensibility."
The opera and the theater furnished some opportunity for
social discourse, but as the eighteenth century progressed a form
of entertainment became popular, which had existed, but which did
not successfully flourish. That form was the "assembly,” held at
the homo of some prominent woman, which fact accounts for tha
general name applied to this social practice, i.e. "the salon.”
The terra "salon” has come to imply all the interplay of
53
the social and the literary life that characterized gatherings
51
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in those private homos or rooms.

The eighteenth century English

salon is centered around a group of literary women, who, though
not "bound "by any definite organization, so controlled and dominated the most famous of the affairs, that they came to "be known
53a
as a group as the Bas Bleu, or "Bluestockings.”
Since Miss Burney was not so much a "member" as a protegee
'64
of the club, we shall not "become deeply involved in a full account
of the Bluestockings, "but their influence upon eighteenth century
letters is not to "be denied or ignored.
Briefly glancing over the literary history of England, wo
find the salon was in existence a3 early as Elizabethan times.

In

fact, it was during this period that England saw the salon "at
55
its finest."
It was nearer the Italian Renaissance salon than
the French salon itself, and the ideal of courtly society flour¬
ished mder the leadership of two famous patronesses, the Countess
of Pembroke and Lucy, Countess of Bedford.

It is the death of

Lady Bedford in 1627 that marks the close of the Elizabethan sys56
tem of feminine patronage.
The emergence of feminine influence on the current of
literature at the Restoration might have resulted in another
era of the salon, but there was a shift in emphasis which destroyed

53a
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57
the social aspect of the gatherings;,

for women now "became aspir¬

ants to an independent literary fame.

As we shall see, this did

not make for the essential elements of the salon.

The nearest

approach to the salon was formed "by Mrs Katherine Philips, whose
coterie of friends were cordially interested in her literary
ambitions.

Two other names associated with the seventeenth
58
century bring little credit to women. Mrs Aphra Behn
did
show that a woman could make her living by a pen, but her novels
were so scandalous that she degraded the name of woman in the
59
world of hackwriters; and Hortense, Duchess of Maaarin, who
aimed to set up a genuine French salon, associated the literary
hostess with vice as well as letters.
As a result of this degrading influence, women authors
were looked upon as ’‘Bohemians" during the age o f Anne, and no
60
salon was developed.
In fhct, any assooiation or acquaintance
with books by women was censured.
Hence, it was for the eighteenth century lady to remove
this odium which was attached to woman’3 interest in literature
before she could attempt to enter the company of men of letters,
muoh less enter the actual field of writing herself.
This restoration to respectability of the feminine
literary interests the Bas Blou accomplished, together with cer-
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tain other outstanding women of the period, principally Lady
Mary V7ortley Montagu® Accordingly, no may readily see their
importance in connection with the popularity and fame of our
female author, Fanny Burney.
The eighteenth century salon in England is generally
considered a direct descendant of the French salon of the preceding century. That salon, typified hy the Hotel de Eambouillet,
has certain characteristics V7hich enable us to appreciate its
full significance.

C. B. Tinker has listed these permanent fea61
tures under five headings: (1) royal splendor of the room or
house itself; (2) standard of recognition based on talent
nobility neither courted nor rejected; (3) Entertainment in con¬
versation, either philosophical or literary; (4) Platonic rather
than domestic friendships; (5) ’'tributes" or ideal descriptions
directed to the hostess. The women of the salon, too, were not
"femmes savantes" no r"precieuses',' but they were women of superb
intelligence■, wit, sympathy, and good taste.
The exact origin of the Bas Bleu, which we shall accept
as the English counterpart of the salon, cannot be determined,
but certain names have been associated with the group from the
first and may be taken as those responsible for its success.
As early as 1759, Mrs Elizabeth Montagu was having her literary
breakfasts, which probably may be taken as the earliest meeting

61
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89

62
of the club.

Mrs Vesey and Mrs Boscawen are also credited with,

the early development of the hlGus,

Other names associated with

the group are Elizabeth Carter, Hannah More, Mrs Chapone, Mrs
Walsingham, Mrs Bel any, and Mrs Barbauld.
It would be intensely interesting to consider these
various personalities which made up the salon, but since that is
outside our province, we shall let the mention of their names suf¬
fice.
The form of entertainment at the meetings of the Blue¬
stockings gradually evolved from cards and dancing to undisturbed
conversation.

Mrs Ord was the first to attempt this experiment
65
at her evening parties, but it soon came to bo the rule rather
64
than the oxception, and Miss Burney
speaks of Mrs Thrale*s
party as a "conversazione" in 1781, a name which had come general¬
ly to apply to the assemblies.
Although Mrs Thrale and her coterie wore generally con¬
sidered outside the Bluestocking group, hsr name is more or less
associated with it, and her dining room has been said to be the
65
nearest approach to the true salon in eighteenth century England.
Both Mrs Thrale and Mrs Ord were social patrons of Fanny Burney,
and through Miss Burney*s account of their assemblies we may get
*
a first-hand picture of theso literary meetings.
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Although the women were largely responsible for the
development of the salon and were leaders in social gatherings,
the attendance at the affairs was not restricted to them, for
men were usually present.

Perhaps at some small morning meeting,

we would find only women there, "but at the evening parties, espec¬
66

ially at a "large assembly" such as that spoken of by Miss Burney
as having been given by Mr Pepys with sixty-five in attendance,

many brilliant characters, both men and women, were drawn together.
Mr Bruce, one of the Eocial "lions" at assemblies in

67
Miss Burney’s day, explains the obligation a man owes to society:
"A man is right to give his day to Ms studies;oat the evening
should be devoted to society; he should give it to his wife, or
his friends, to conversation, or to making love,"

Certain men

"gave" themselves to society more than others, and if society
found them different or odd, they might become "lions," which
is a "kind of game hunted in London every spring...

Mas

Burney speaks of "lion-hunting" as the favorite sport of her
69
forefathers,
Shore were both private and public assemblies according
70
to the place where they were given. In Cecilia we find that "in
the evening, the ladies as usual, went to a private assembly,"
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They were accompanied by some gentlemen, but "the other gentle¬
men had engagements elsewhereA peep into these private assem' ' 71
blies through the eyes of Mss Larolles reveals that (at Lady
Hyland's assembly) "There was such a crowd.
a finger.

Everybody in the world was there.

delightful it was.

You could not move
You've no idea how

X thought verily I should have fainted with

the heat.... It was the most elegant thing you ever saw in your
life? everything quite in style ... Only conceive dancing five
hours in such a monstrous crowd!

I assure you when I got home

my feet were all blisters."
72
That was evidently the sort of assembly that Miss Burney
had attended at Mrs Corneley's where she found "the apartment too
crowded with people to have room to move," and where she decided
it was "too hot to dance."
Light refreshments were usually served.

Miss Barney
73
speaks of being given a "cup of ice" at one assembly.
If the
affair lasted late enough* supper wa3 served around two in the
74
75
morning.
Mention was usually made on the card of invitation
if supper was to be included.
76
\7e have already noted that invitations to the assemblies
were made either by "tickets" or by personal calls.

Only those
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guests who received invitations were supposed to cons to the private
affairs, hut at the public ones, of course, few restrictions were
made.

The invitation lists were never so carefully restricted

that a rather mixed crowd was not present.

At Mrs Barrel’s, Cecilia

found upon her arrival a group which included those who might not
deign to speak to one another.

Conversation under such circum¬

stances might necessarily become difficult.
Mr Gosport makes a philosophical observation upon this

77
ohief source of enjoyments

"I have often wished that when large

parties are collected, as here, without any possible reason why
th6y might not as well be separated, something could be proposed
in which each person might innocently take a share: for surely,
after the first half-hour, they can find little new to observe in
the dress of their neighbors, or to display in their own; and
with whatever seeming gaiety they may contrive to fill up the
middle and the end of the evening, by wire-drawing the comments
afforded by the beginning, they are yet so miserably fatigued,
that if they have not four or five places to run to every night,
they suffer nearly as much from weariness of their friends in
company, as they would do from weariness of themselves in soli¬
tude ."
This speech indicates several features of the assembly,
as well as denoting the superficial quality of much of the con-

77

93

versation.

In the first place, several assemblies might he at¬

tended in one evening.

Fanny speaks of leaving the Whalley*s at
78
nine and then proceeding to Sir J. C
to attend a concert.
79
Secondly, hostesses of the salon — Mrs Vosey in particular —
realized that a company of a large size might become too stiff
and formal if an effort were not made to distribute the guests so
as to break up any oliqo.0 and "square the social circle."
Cecilia observes that to converse \7ith one person in a
group may seem rude but once adopted "carries with it impercepti¬
bly its own recommendations in the ease, convenience, and freedom,

80
which it promotes."
The conversation often turned to members o f the group
present,

words of praise and flattery were heaped upon literary
81
characters or social leaders. Thus at Miss L
’s Fanny and Mrs
Thrale "mutually agreed" that neither of them ever before had "so
complete a dish of gross flattery."
Public assemblies were held at taverns in specially desig82
nated rooms. Miss Burney says, "in the evening we went to rooms,
which at this time are open every other night at Shergolds or the
Hew Assembly Booms, and the

alternate nights at Hick*s or Ship

Tavern."

In London she receives tickets to the

That was in Bath.
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Chelsea assembly

83
84
and Evelina goes to the Hampstead assembly

v/ith Mr Smith,
Usually the public assemblies had two forms of entertain¬
ment — dancing or cards,

®he young people usually danced while

the chaperones and older guests played at cards. Shat was why
85
Mr Smith had anticipated that Mine. Duval would play at cards and
that he would dance with the young lady.

At the rooms in Bath,

Miss Burney became extremely bored with the entertainment, since
she knew very few people there and since "almost everybody” but
her party went to oards.

"We found it, therefore, pretty stupid,
86
and I was very glad when we came home."
The taverns furnished accommodations for an assembly and
these, together with the coffee houses, played a very important
8?
part in London life.
Different professions and groups had their
favorites.

To these they went at all times of tho day (often be¬

ginning with breakfast in dressing-gown and slippers) to read the
newspapers, or to meet and ehat with friends. Young Dalville and
Bel field went to some coffee house which Miss Bumey does not
88

choose to designate except by asterisks.
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However, this phase of public entertainment she does
not develop to any great extent in her novels.

It is the pleasure

gardens* Vauxhall, Eanelagh, Marylebone, and the Pantheon* which
she popularizes with her heroes and heroines.
89
Dorothy Georgo points out the fact that distinctions
may "be drawn "between the music gardens, wells or spas, and teagardens, hut that the categories merge.

She makes the more

essential distinction between places of entertainment for the
evening frequented by the gentry and usually closed on Sunday,
and places that remained open on Sunday, at which time music and
entertainments were forbidden.

Marylebone Gardens, she explains,

was primarily an evening music garden, but it was also a teagarden noted for its plum cake.
Evelina is true to this description.

She says that she

heard at Marylebone, a violin concerto by Mr Barthelemon, "who
90
seems to be a player of exquisite fancy, feeling, and variety."
This violinist, incidentally, is mentioned with his wife by Miss
91
Burney in her list of contents for 1772. .
Again the novel contains
92
a description of the exquisite firewotks for which Marylebone
was noted, especially those of Torre, a celebrated foreigner well
93
known to eighteenth century iblk*
Deeper than this objective
description of the. place is the fidelity with which Miss Bumey

91
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94
depicts its character.

Eor instance, it has been called

a

place for the gentry rather than the "haut ton", and it was there
95
that Evelina had her terrifying experience upon getting lost
from the Branghtons and of being accosted at every turn hy some
bold and unfeeling man.

When she sought the protection of too

women, she found herself in a more embarrassing situation *— in
the company of characters of the "very common sort."
Ranelagh was a smaller and quieter garden than either
96
Vauxhall or Marylebone, and was "more select and decorous."
Concerts were given here, during which the company took tea in
97
boxes. Evelina's description is detailed: around the Rotunda
were "arched recesses appropriated for tea parties."

Once through

with tea, the ladies would walk numerous turns around the room,
talking and observing the company, or sometimes in an atmosphere
98
99
of solemn hush.
The captain found Ranelagh "dull," which
struck the other fashionable creatures as almost ironical.

As

100
Mr Lovel pointed out,

"though the price is plebeian, it is by

no means adapted to plebeian taste."

The concert was evidently

not the ohief attraction of the place for when the politest of
the polite carried their fashionableness to the extreme, they
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arrived so late that the concert was often over.

As Horace

101
Walpole says9

"It is the fashion now to go to hanelagh irco

hours after it is over.
literal.

You may not believe this, hut it is

The music ends at ten; the company go at twelve."

Che Mirvans did not think that "past ten" was too late for

102
Eanelagh.
Yauxhall is generally considered the moot popular and
amusing of the pleasure gardens.

Here notable characters could

be seen at close range, and a concert was given every night from
eight until eleven or half past.

A distinctive feature of the
103
entertainment at Yauxhall was the "cascade."
A bell rang at
nine o’clock, and all the guests turned to the spot where by
"a curious piece of machinery" a landscape was shown in perspec¬
tive.

Evelina was almost trampled in the dash to see the cas104
cade, since she did not knew/ where to go or what to do.
Another outstanding feature of Yauxhall was its supper
parties.

Since at Ranelagh except on gala nights, only tea and

braad and butter were served, this service \7as no small feature.
Chickens, very small in size, and ham of paper-like thinness were
105
106
the traditional fare.
Mr Harrel proposed
that they have sup¬
per at Yauxhall well after ten o’clock, to which Mrs Harrel and
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Cecilia would have objected because of the hour since it would
mean two additional hours, and because "people will think it very
odd to see us here without any party."
Vauxhall had more spacious gardens than Ranelagh, but
Evelina found them "too formal,” and consisting too much in
107
"straight v/alks."
Although mary lights were hanging from the
trees in the gardens, the grounds were too large to be complete¬
ly illuminated and there remained "dark walks" which the Misses
108
Eranghton wished to explore for a thrill#
Here it was that
Evelina, harassed by familiar approaches, met Sir Clement, much
to the surprise of that gentleman#

In some such dark spot Mr
109
Harrel mu3t have committed suicide,
although the company was
not long in discovering his body.

While those affrays seem to

have been typical of Vauxhall, nevertheless it was evidently, as

110
Boswell says, a place of "elegant and innocent entertainment."
The Pantheon was opened to be a winter Ranelagh and soon

111
became a popular place for assemblies, concerts, and masquerades.

112
Both Cecilia and Evelina
London.

visited there during their stay in
113
Cecilia furnishes the best description.
She said she
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had never seen any building at all equal to it. They walked into
the "great room during the second act of the concert, to which, as
no one of the party hut herself desired to listen, no sort of at¬
tention was paid, the ladies entertaining themselves as if no
orchestra was in the room, and the gentlemen, with an equal dis¬
regard to it, struggling far a place by the fire, about which they
continued hovering until the music was over*"

Che fire is accurate

in view of the season. She also accurately points out that the tea
room was "downstairs," and that the tea-drinkers had to sit on
"forms" which would have been much more comfortable had they had
backs to them*
A word will suffice about Bath as a pleasure resort,
since previous mention has been made of these inland spas as health
114
resorts. The Bath, seen by Johnson when he visited it with the
115
Thrales in 1776, must have been the Bath that i&nny Burney knew
when she wrote Evelina.

It was then much as Beau Nash made it —

"a place of resort for the upper and middle classes alike, where
the observed routine of bathing and drinking the waters was in
fact subordinated to the hardly less rigorous discipline of social
events. The company still gathered largely for breakfast in the
Assembly rooms, with a dip in the Baths still earlier for those
who fancied it* After breakfast they resorted to the pump room to

114
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drink the waters, and then, if so disposed, to morning service
in the Abbey.

Walking, riding, or driving filled in the time

until dinner, varied by a visit to the booksellers to read the
papers, and after dinner there were more parades to the Pump
Room or the Orange Groves, followed by five o’clock tea — often
taken at the Rooms, — and a ball or a visit to the theatre in

116
the evening.”
Evelina did not remain in

Bath

long enough to recount

all the routine as it ordinarily took place, but she does mention

117
it on several occasions*

She refers to

the pump room window

through whioh the \7omen bathers could be seen, and "the idea of
being seen in such a situation by.whoever pleases to look" was to

Mr

her somewhat indelicate.

Lovel was puzzled why women "chuse

118
that frightful unbecoming dress to bathe in.”

119
Miss Burney in her account

of visits to Bath, alludes

to the Pantiles, or public walk, with its shops on one side and

120
houses on the other; to Spring Gardens,

with its public break-

121
fasts; and to Lady Miller
Frascati vase.

of Bath Easton with her famous

She was there in June at one time, which wa3 not

122
the "right season" to which Mr Lovel made reference.
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Dancing me a favorite amusement and on varied pre123
texts, 1)0110 were organized at the principal Inn.
They
were conducted with much formality and followed a more or less
regular program of dances.

Since the hall usually opened with

the minuets, the late-comers missed this part of the hall. The
124
Mirvans did, we notice.
The country dances began at eight in
125
Bristol and lasted until eleven*
hut this occurred hy reason
of the "health” of the guests.

The form in the city called for

a much later hour for commencing and likewise for ending halls.
126
In Gloucester, Fanny and Susan danced until five a.m. At Mr3
127
Hyland’s assembly they danced until throe a.m.
®his hall be¬
gan with cotillons instead of minuets and finished with country
dances.
The ridotto was an entertainment or social assembly
consisting of music and dancing which was introduced into England
128
in 1722, at the Opera House in Haymarket.
Evelina relates her
129
experiences at such an affair,
based, perhaps, on the ridotto
130
which Miss Burney attended in 1770.
Masquerade balls were also popular in England until
they fell into disrepute with polite company in the early
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131
eighties.

Fanny had attended a private masquerade in 1770

and no doubt either attended or hoard about the famous masquer132
ade held at the Pantheon in 1775,
so that she had first-hand
133
information for the Barrels* affair.
Captain Aresby invited
Cecilia to attend "our select masquerade at the Pantheon*...
We shall have but five hundred tickets and the subscription
134
will only be three guineas and a half."
At the dances, as at every other entertainment, part of
the pleasure was derived from being seen and admired.
In
135
Camilla
the young ladies took two or three turns up and down
the room before they had to give place to the dancers at the IJorthwiek ball.

As heretofore noted the women usually walked round

after round at the pleasure gardens. Miss Larolles delights in
136
this phase of the amusement9 "If one sits inside, there’s no
speaking to a creature you know: so I never do it at the opera
nor at the boxes at Banelagh, nor anywhere.

It’s the shocking¬

est thing you can conceive to be made sit in the middle of those
forms; one might as well be at home, for nobody can speak to one."
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For a similar reason walking in the parks was a favorite
pastime.

The Mall in St James Park was pre-eminently the "pub137
lio walk" of the century.
Fanny Burney, naturally fond of

\7alking, was no exception and found pleasure in frequenting the
parks. She saw the Duchess of Devonshire walking in an undressed,
"slatternly", manner, attended by her husband and by a servant
158 139
in superb livery.
Evelina mentions Kensington Gardens, as
a park.
Coming under this heading of entertainment are certain
games or forms of diversion that occupied the leisure time of the
eighteenth-century lady not only at the assemblies or public
gathering places but also in private homes.
Reading was not only "not neglected" as one author puts
140
it, but if we may take Miss Burney as an example, it was a
141
favorite pastime. She lists it in numerous places as among
142
her reoreations, and she makes it the favorite study of Cecilia,
as well as her occupation of leisure hours: "Cecilia secured to
herself., the exhaustless fund of entertainment vhich reading,
that richest, highest, and noblest souroe of intellectual enjoy143
ment, perpetually affords."
She further shows her personal
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Marshall, op.cit.,1, 357.
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taste by commenting in Ceoiii.a that this employment was to a
144
"lover of literature perhaps the mind’s first luxury."
3!he rapidity and universality with which Evelina becarae known and read is in itself indicative of the popularity
of reading.

One polite lady told Lowndes, the bookseller, "I

145
am treated as unfashionable for not having read it (Evelina)."
needlework was never liked by Fanny who did it in the
146
morning to please her step-mother,
although it was a common
employment of women at homo.

Ceoilia, we notice, "took her
147
usual seat and employed herself in embroidering a screen."
Carda were the invariable and invaluable standby, and
such games as brag, piquet, quadrille, basset, loo, commerce,
whisk (later whist), were among those played in eighteenth century
148
England.
We have found them played at the assemblies, and
Fanny Burney, who did not fancy playing at cards, mentioned
149
various occasions where they were the diversion.
Among the other games mentioned by Fanny in her diary,
but of which no mention is made in her novels, are the various
150
races at Tingmouth,
a cricket match, wrestling natch, woman’s
151
rowing match, rope railing, eto. She acted in farces at home.

144
Cec., I, 117.
145"”
Diary, I, 39.
14o~
Early Diary, I, 15
147
Cec., II, 207.

148
George, op. cit., I, 358.
149
Diary I, 325 , 335 , 412 , 444.
150
Early Diary, I, 230-45.
151
Ibid., I, 127; II, 166, 172.
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enjoyed eea bathing, and found a great deal of pleasure in study¬
ing those around her*
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?
FASHIONS III DRESS

A phase of the eighteenth, century life which 0x23 would
naturally expect to find developed by a woman novelist is the
fashions in dress.

Yet it is surprising to find now little actual

reference is made to dress in Fanny Buriy’s novels.

Even in her

diary* Miss Bvxrnery <joes not choose to dwell on the topic* but finds
the foibles and idiosyncrasies of society a mare attractive source
of material.
At first thought this lack would be surprising in a woman
novelist, but upon second thought it is not so unexpected from
Fanny Burner.

Knowing that she was ''indifferent to what she ate,

1
as well a3 to what she wore,"

wo should not expect to find her

dwelling on details which are distasteful to her in actual life.
Only occasionally does she refer to her gorms, and makes an actual
complaint of the time necessarily spent in selecting and preparing
her clothes, "Perpetual dress requires perpetual replenishment,
and that replenishment actually occupies almost every moment I

1
Early Diary, I, Ixxxi,
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2

spend out of company." We can readily understand that much time
v/ao required not only in "repleiiahing" one’s wardrobe but also
in matter of actually dressing.
She most extreme example of a long dram out toilette
3
is that of Sirs 'Wall , who with a house full of company ’’gave the
whole day to the adornment of her person for the ni^it."
®here are certain terms used in referring to women’s
dress in Evelina which we may explain.

A "negligee" was a loose,

open gown worn on informal occasions as "half-dress".
n

lime. Duval ,

^

who spoiled her negligee in the trick which Captain Mir van played
on her* declares that 3he "was a fool to put it on, in such a

lonesome place as this."

4 „
Che description which Evelina gives of

her grandmother after her "accident" might be cited for its de5

tails of dress:
"Her head~dre3s had fallen offj her linen was torn} her
negligee had not a pin left in it} her pettiooats she was obliged
to hold on} and her Shoes were perpetually slipping off."
line. Duval later mentions ruinirg her "saoque", but since
it was generally considered a costume of "full dress" we are inclined
to believe she is referring to her previous misadventure on the way

2

Diary, I, 314.
3
Early Diary, II, 188.

4
Sv., 193.
5

Ibid., 186.
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6
from Banelagh

•

whore we know oho spoiled one negligee of lyons

silk.

She might# however# have used the tern in the general
7
sense of a ’‘loose kind of gown worn by ladies."
She sacque dress as a form of the full dre3a costume

8
was introduced during the reign of George II.

It was made with

a "single pleat falling from the shoulders# the back portion
being divided into two sets of box-pleats, meeting in the oentre
and caught only at the back of the shoulders# the rest falling
in graceful folds."

Suffles or ruching or embroidery adorned

this train, which at a later period, held close to the mist by
9
a bodioe, laced together across the stays.
She skirt worn with
this dress wa3 full and decorated in front with flounces.
Sloe govm3 became so elaborate that they were uncomfortable
from the weight.

Swo ladies attired for the Duohess of Cumberland’s

10
assembly declare
the occasion.

that they are wearing sacques only because of

One says she is "incommoded with these nasty ruffles."

A type of "undress" which was used for general informal
wear was the riding habit.

It was not a costume such as that implied

by our modern use of the term — a "riding skirt" was worn for horse-

11
back riding

— but it wa3 a closely fitting gown, the top of which

6

9
Ev., 80.

Diary,

I# 93.

10"—

7
Ibid.,

(notes), 523,

8

Diary, II, 135,

11
Hughes, op. oit., 396,

Early Diary, I, 131.
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to the waist had the out of men's clo-fiiing.

12

Besides the general

daily use, the habit was the usual traveling costume of a lady*
13
Cecilia wore a riding habit from Buiy to London,
She also wore
a riding hat on which she broke the feathers,

14

®he materials used in making the dresses have names that
as a rule mean little to us today® but thioh denoted fabrics which
are to some extent yet in use,

There were brocades and satins just

as we have, and blade velvets and silks for scarfs, but there were
15 16
also alanodes, lutestrings, paduasoys, and duoapes, Mr Thrale
wanted Fanny to be presented with a comelete suit of gause lino®
17
a silk gossamer stuff.
Particularly important to the dress was its trimmings,
Extravagant modes in laoe set and treble ruffles were introduced
18
from France, just as so many other fashions were. Miss Larolles
"quite ruined" herself to buy a trironing which she had Miss Moffat
, - 19
send her fron Paris,
Since she was so distressed to find that
Mias Moffat had one like it, we might gather not only that the
trimmings were quite distinctive in the style of a dress® but also
that women then were as strongly as ever opposed to wearing some¬
thing that was not "quite new" or that was duplicated in the apparel

12
Early Diary, I® 132nj Hughes# Cp, oit,® I, 397,
13 17 ~
Cec.® Ill® 311* Diary, I, 332,
14
18
Ibid,* ol7, Hughes* op, cit,® I® 386,
15
Term explained by milliners from "lustring", a glazed silk.
Early Diary, II® 173,
!§* 19
Hughes® op, oit,® I® 086.
Coo,, X® 49,
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of those they sav/<?

Mrs Thrale is,cl her "Owhyhee," a court dress,
•*>

trimmed with "grebe skins and gold to the tune of sixty -five

20
pounds — the trimming only."
She clothes worn by women at court on the King’s birthday

21
were fashions for all loyal people.

The birthdey of George III

was on June 4} so perhaps that explains Miss Larolles’ indifference
to olothe3 late in the season, for 3he says,

"Anything does after

22
Christmas "•
The caps worn in 1778 had bandeaux, which were graceful
adornments,

leathers too were popular in millinery and added

stateliness as long as they were not exaggerated.

Sixteen inch

plumes, however, were worn by the Duchess of Devonshire, who
23
introduced the fashion.
As the style became more and more ex¬
aggerated, the wearers were ridiculed.

Tire Cumberland daughters

were actually hissed out of the playhouse in 1776 on account
24
of the extreme height of their feathers.
The "cala3h" was a type of hood invented by the Duchess
, 25
of Bedford about 1776,
and was worn to protect the "very high
heads" of that period.

Hrs Tjrrale lent a "calash" to Fanny when
26
they went for a walk in the garden.
It is described a3 a
covering of black silk, drawn upon whale bone or wire which

20
Diary, I, 460.

21

~

Ibid., 117

22
Cec., X, 49.
23
Early Diary, II, 176.

24
Diary, I, 70*
25
Hughes, op* cit., I, 400.
26
Early Diary, II, 258.
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when pulled forward formed a poke over the wearer*8 face*
!Ehs hats of 1772 were rather large and were worn over
the face until they touched the nose*

37

One of Dr. Burney 's

friends did not recognise Fanny until ho turned her hat back^
and on one occasion tie impertinent young men annoyed Evelina
by "looking under" her hat*

29

■%

%

Sie occasions for wearing hats seem to have varied*
I3ae. Duval never wore either a hat or a bonnet,

29

and she

thought it was a "monstrous vulgar" tiling for ladies to wear
SO
hats at so "genteel a place a3 Banelagh*" let Fanny did not
think it quite proper that lies WaL 1 appeared for dinner with
31
only her hair dressed — no cap on* Mrs Selwyn sent for her
33
hat to take a walk after breakfast,
and Fanny ran with the
others for her hat \hen th^y started to watch Hie troops drill*

53

She hair dress of women apparently required the oap
to complete it just as the wig was required for men's wear*

Lady

Honoria says, "Gaps and wigs are very serious thiigs, fbr we
34

should look mighty droll figures to go about bare-headed*'"
Heads absurdly high had come into fashion*

The hair

was by degrees raised on cushions from ten inches to a yard above

27

Early Diary, I, 162.
28

Ev*, 341*
29

~

Ibid*, 110.

35

Ibid., 72-3*

31
Early Diaty, IX, 189*
32
Ev* » 446*
33

""

Early Diary, II, 186.
3?
Ceo*, III, 359.
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35
the forehead.

It is no v/oncler that Evelina said that her head
36
felt odd when it was dressed for the first tins.
In covering the
37
chnhion9 the hair was entangled and frisaled
so that she justly
feared it would be difficult to comb by herself. Powder (white#
38
red, and blue) was used by polite circles.
in undue amount of
time was necessary for the proper arranging of these lofty
coiffures and if it were prepared in the mornirg for some special
occasion that evening, the lady must remain a ’'prisoner" for the
39
day lest she spoil it by a hat.
Hen as a rule wore wigs until the last part of the century,
4-0
when young men began wearing -their own hair powdered.
"-loupei" and
pinned on curls were alike for men and women except the men’s
stiffened toupets could not rival the ladies piled up with padding*
41
iiie chignon of women was modified into a queue for men.
Camilla enjoyed herself at Sir Hugh’s expense vhen she
"powdered his brown bob, and covered a thread paper with black
4-2
ribbon to hang it for a queue."
She dress for men likewise reflected the ornateness seen
in woman’s styles,

i'he color schemes were brilliant and braids

35
Early Diary, II, 17 6n.
3*6
Ev.j 33

5T

Ibid.,
38
Hughes, op. cit., I, 392.

39
Diary, I, 324.
40
Ev., (notes), 542.
41
Early Diary, II, 176.
42
Cam., 1, 21.
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43
and buttons were used profusely in trironing,

Velvets from all

accounts, was the most popular materiel for men's wear.

Qmai

wore a "Manchester velvet suit lined with white Batten, a bag,
,
44
lace ruffles, and a very handsome sword,"
This was the suit
worn by him to court, which made the sword correct, but swords
were banished fraa the costume about this time except for full
dress and military use,

M» DuBois wears his sword in the street
45

of a morning vixen Captain Mirvan has only a stick.
Canes were carried by men in general wear, according
to 3Bv£Lina«

Mr Lovel, M«P,, dining in his riding habit, has
46
hi3 cane in the dining room after dinner,
and Captain Mirvan
47
has a cans in a aide box at the theater.
Gloves, too, were
essential to the finished costume of a yourg man going out in
company.

Sir Hugh offers Dr. Orkborne one of his six new pairs
48
of gloves if he wishes to go to the public breakfast,
and Mr

Bubster having lost one of his gloves cannot dance with Camilla
49
until he sends out for new ones.
Cosmetics wore used in the eighteenth century to add
color to one's complexion, for Mr LoveL declares that health is
50
not the "only cause of a lady's blocm,"
Hot only was rouge

45
Hughes, op. oit,, I,337~8.
44
‘
Early Diary, I# 333,
45
Ev,, 147.
46
Ibid., 502,

47
Ibid., 101
48““~
Cam., I, 145.
49
lb id. „ 125.
60
Ev. , 98.

used, but also preparations for bleaching bhe at in*

Sophy Pitches

i3 said to have died from the poison from this "pernicious stuff"
51

{preparation of lead or mercury} vdiich eitered her veins.

liodora-

tion in -Idle use of cosmetics then as new was essential to good taste.
52

Erne. Duval is a vulgar character and "paints very high,"

but the
53

opera singer, igujari, was "well, not absurdly, painted."

51
Dxary, X, 253.
52 ~

Ev* , 66.
53

Early Diary, II, 8.
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VI
LANGUAGE OF THE TIME

Each, age has its fads, its pet exp>ression3s that flour¬
ish for Tier hap 3 a decade and then, sink into obscurity*

Even in

the meanings of standard words themselves we should expect many
changes over a comparatively short period of time*
So it is that in these novels written some hundred and

1
fifty years ago by Fanny Burney

v/o find numerous instances of

phrases which have little significance in our modern vocabulary, or
of words whoso meanings have devolved from some early source, and
today they connote something entirely different from the eighteenth
century sense*
A student of philology would find delight in tracing
these words from their original to their present meanings, but
it is not our purpose to etymologise# but rather to show wherein
Fanny Burney was using the language current in her day a3 the
speech of her characters and wherein she was converting the
natural expressions into the unnatural jargon and circumlocuted
speech which she thought necessary to preserve her dignity as a
writer*

1
Evelina, 1778} Cecilia,, 1782} Camilla, 1796.
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First of all let U3 take note of the change which
took place in the style of writing of Fanny Burney from tire time
of her first novel to that of her third*

When Mica Burney wrote

Evelina she was putting on paper the story as it had grown and

2
formulated itself in her mind sinoe she was fifteen.

Primarily

her story was foremost in her mind, no doubt, but as she sought
to embellish it with the manners of her day, her purpose
changed and her interest centered not so much in the plot ox*
characters as in the ’‘embellishment", and she decided, as we

5
have pointed out,

to depict characters from nature and to mark

the manners of tho time*

Evelina wa3 the result*

Written by

Mias Burney at the age of twenty six* it shows mature observa¬
tion and aocurate representation, but it is nevertheless a
spontaneous first effort of a modest and shy girl as a writer*
Unfortunately Miss Burney was unable to retain this freshness
and naturalness in her writing, or perhaps we should say she
did not choose to do so*

less

For with Cecilia vie find the language

her own and more an imitation of the heavy style of Dr*

Johnson*

4
Perhaps Mr. Crisp feared suoh a change when he advised
Fanny to keep her new work just as secret as she had her first
and to "let it be all your ovm, till it is finished entirely in

2
"Pile History of Caroline Evelyn" wa3 burned by Fanny
Burney in 1767 because of her step-mother!s disapproval of girls’
scribbling* Early Diary, I, lxvi* Diary, I, 13.
3
4
Supra, 2Q.
Diary, I, 139*
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your oral way.

If you suffer anyone to interfere till then.

His ten to one ’tis the worse for it*"

Neither did he wish her

to write by "hard-fagging", for she did not work to produce

5
Evelina.
In Camilla the change is even more apparent, and as
Haaaulay says, "'The consequence was, that in Camilla every

6
passage which she meant to be fine is detestable."
With this change in style we naturally expect a change
in the choice and use of words,

-■'hile we were able to distin¬

guish the niceties of correct speech from the affected speech of
the "bon ton", as in Evelina and Cecilia, we are now at a loss
to know when she is exaggerating for the satire or when she
means to be intensely serious.

As a result we shall find our

material largely in her first and second novels.
In the early part of the century verbal refinement was
entirely disregarded.

Conversation was interloaded with oaths,
r

profanities, and improprieties.

±'he queen herself sent a

message to Sir Eobt. Yfelpolo to die effect that "the fat bitch"
7
had forgiven him.
But as the century advanced, we find the idea
of good manners springing up within society, characterised by a

8
consideration for other people.

Lord Chesterfield’s letters

6
7
Mary, I, 262-3.
liar shall, op.cit., 336.

6
Macaulay, op.

8
olt.,

111,389*

Ibid.
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show this "cultivation of elegance" so well as foreshadow
the languid, affected gentleman which we see depicted in
Mi33 Burney’s novels#
Perhaps one of Miss Burney’s greatest contributions
to the novel was the taste and delicacy with which she handled
her characters and situations#

Miss Coussmaker suspected the

author of Evelina to be a lady because of the "delicacy in
description and conversation although vulgar characters are
9
introduced." She explains how the author avoids even an
"indelicate word or oath throughout the book.";
"Evelina says after giving an account of a violent
quarrel that has pass’d between the Captain and Madame Duval—
’this

conversation had the addition of an oath at every two

or three words, but I have not repeated them because I am
sure they would be as disagreeable to you to road a3 to me to
write

which is so delicately avoiding it, you know, with-

10
out anything unnatural#"
hacking this opportunity to avoid the actual speech
in a comedy, Fanny was advised by her old friend and counsel
■to

lor, Mr# Crisp, notAleave the "lively freedoms", that cannot
be called licentious, out of her comedy lest it become "fade"

11
without them#

Fanny with her usual sincerity feared that she

9
Early Diary,II, 226

10

"

Ibid,

11

"

Diary, I, 150,
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could not use the unrestrained freedom in comedies, and
that her comedy would be slept off the stage*

"I cannot,

however,” she adds,"attempt to avoid this danger, though I
see it, for I would a thousand times rather forfeit my
character as a writer than risk ridicule or censure as a fe12

male. .

Mr. Crisp replies, "Light principles may be dis¬

played without light expressions; and that is a rock the fe¬
male must take care to steer dear of—vice must not talk
unlike itself; but there is no necessity it should show all its
13
f iith."
One of the first expressions that greets the reader,
to his surprise after Miss Burney’s above assertion, and
which he sees repeatedly throughout Evelina and occasionally
in Cecilia is "Good GodJ" Shis seems inconsistent with her
>

"idea of propriety".

A

However we are told that thin is a

careless old ejaculation descending from the middle ages and
still in common use upon the continent.

Such expressions are

generally omitted in the diary, but in the novels they show
how people spoke in haste in the eighteenth oentury though
wholly without evil intentions.
^Sr. Burney quotes Krs. ©rrale as saying, "Good G-d<?"

12
Mary, I, 150.
13
Ibid. ,164.

14
Early Diary,II, 233,If.
15
Ibid.

15

ISO

ana Fanny writing to Mf. Crisp exoresoeo her admiration,
16
"Good GoM what a songJ"
However, we are told that Fanny
and her sisters used such expressions much less than mo3t
ySting ladies of the century.
We found it rather interesting to note the different
emotions expressed in these two words, which today are classed
more as an oath than as a mere ejaculation. It is probable
that the expression ’-'Good God” had its origin in imitation of
^

■>

the French 'Mon Dieu.” Evelina uses the phrase to denote
17
18
19
20
21
alarm, dismay and surprise, concern, amazement, dread, and

22
eagerness,

Mrs. Delville, the essence of dignity, amased, ex23
claims,"Good God.?"
Cecilia in a similar manner expresses her
, 24
,
25
26
27
28
surprise, sympathy, astonishment, suspicion, and agitation.
And yet we find that on the oocasion when their use would per¬
haps have been justified—'the quarrel between Sir Robert FI oyer
29
and Mr. Bolfield—
Cecilia, when Mortimer Delville recalls her
"words of anxiety so tender", is struck with amazement at the

16
Early Diary,11,80.
17 *
Ev. , 80,346.
18
Ibid., 312.
19
Ibid,, 320,429.
20
Ibid., 463,473.
21
Ibid., 471.
22
*
Ibid., 490.

23
Cec.,11, 385.
24
Ibid.» III, 19.
25
Ibid., 75.
*
Ibid. ,144.
27
Ibid.,149
28
Ibid.,309.
29
Cec., I, 160.
26
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30
"strength of her own expressions" and blushes*
Curiously enough* Sir Clement finds unbounded lioenoe
31
of tongue objectionable in a woman*
But the age as a whole
onoe it became interested in polite manners* sought to protect
the feminine ear from unbecoming sounds*

So it is that Mr*

Biahton when,reading the faerie Queene aloud to fanny and Hetty*
32
omitted whatever had crept in "improper for a woman’s ear."
*%

'*H

In connection with letter writing and its propriety,
S3
we found the frequent use of the third person.
Shis stilted
34
mode of address was not uncommon in the speech as well*
Hence we find young Pelvilla address Cecilia, "Is Miss Beverly
determined not to speak to me? Is she bent, upon silence only
35
to intimidate me?*.."
And Cecilia, about to marry the man

36
speaks to him, "Oh, Mr* DelvilleJ"
«k

We are inclined to believe

. 0%

that Hiss Burney is using the actual speech of the day, for
there is a difference between this convention and the circum¬
locution of which we spoke*
A few examples of terms found in the novels peculiar to
Miss Burney or to the century in which she wrote will suffice to
illustrate the speech of the day*

"Puffing" used in the sense of
-S

"flattery" or "praide" recurs a number of times*

30
Ceo*, 1, 364*
31
Ev*, 429*
32
Sarly Blary, I, 252*
33
Supra. 4o«

34
Marshall, op. ait., 338
35
Ceo*, IX, 285*
36
Ibid., 382.

.
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37
Eanny speaks of her "puffers”
Dr. Johnson were foremost,

, of which Mrs 'Chrale and

Sr, Xyster asks if he nay treat

himself with the "puff” of telling DaLville that Cecilia in¬
sists on keeping him to herself, to which Cecilia replies,
”If you will favor us with your company, we will think the
58
puff hog should rather be ours than yours, ”
*■>

4

Cloaraoteristio of the indolence of fashionable
creatures is the term "vanours”, signifying ennui and boredom.
,
39
Both the noun and the verb are used frequently.
Some of the phrases strike us as modern in tone? that
is, they are unusual terms which have survived in modern usage.
Mr Briggs uses particularly eccentric language, and yet it is
surprising that many of his absurd expressions are still in use.
40
A "nincompoop” still implies an ignorant persca, and a
43.
"jaokanapes" is a conceited fellow, such as Morrioe.
One is
.42
43
"bambooaled” when he is tricked and "smoaked" when he is
teased or tormented to the extent of being "trimmed." Eamiliar
44.
raillery was implied in the term, "toad", and the word yet
carries that shade of meaning.

42
37
Ibid., I, 108.
Diary, I, 191.
4S
58
Early Diary, I, 165? Diary, II, 14.
Oec., Ill, 57.
39
Ev., 236? Cec., I, 93; III, 357.
44
40
Diary, I, 71.
Cec., II, 7,
41—

Oec., II, 15.
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The French influence is seen in the language as well
as in fashions.

It was not uncommon for the conversation of

the drawing foom to be flavored with French phrases and
sentences.

This point is one of those exaggerated by Hiss

Burney in the character of Captain Aresby in Cecilia.
Although she never received a formal educations Miss
Burney knew French and Italian well enough to converse with
45
Paochierotti in those two languages.
Mr. Twias in his usual
exaggerated manner declared that Spanish should be spoken to
men and Italian to women.
everybody knows it."

"French has become too vulgar since

Miss Burney's style and grammar do not

approach perfection; yet her father felt that the letters from
the character Mr. Fillers "had all the appearance of being writ
47
by a man that had a college education".

45
Diary, 1$ 155*
46
Early Diary, I, 396.
47
Ibid., II, 339.
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VII
SOCIAL ATTITUDES AMD IDEALS.

We have had a glimpse of the life and manners of the
eighteenth century, and so far have attempted to go no deeper
than the surface of the social code to explain the actions of
the polite circles.

But there are certain attitudes and ideals

expressed by Miss Burney in her novels which account for many of
the practices, as well as explaining the fine points of her plots.
Seme of these are fundamental and are so taken for
granted in the make-up of society that we may find little actual
reference to them in so many words*
Our attitude is particularly ingrained in the lives of
Englishmen of all age3, and that is one which wo may call classconsciousness, observance of rank, or some other equally general
term.

It refers to the distinction that necessarily comes be¬

tween rich and poor, noblemen and commoners, property owners and
day labourers*
*,7e have observed the rise of the "middle class" during
the eighteenth century.

By this we mean that people belonging

to that class through a general change in conditions came to
possess the wealth and leisure necessary to emulate the life of
aristocrats.

They made themselves socially prominent by using

125

their wealth, to advantage*

They gave entertainments which drew

to their housoo characters of importance in politics and litera¬
ture and won for then in return invitations to similar gather¬
ings elsewhere.

Undoubtedly the middle class "rose"—it rose

from drudgery and obscurity to wealth and prominence*
Nevertheless, there were some few who considered thenselves (and were generally acknowledged to be) above those
whose ancestors were not ’’pedigreed*'*

This was the "upper class."

ilnd, on the other hand, there was the ever-present proletariat,
the wage-earners, whoso lives were too engrossed in earning
their bread to be concerned with society or rank, or oven to be
discontented*

Por although classes wore more distinct and rigid

then than they are today and wealth was unevenly distributed,

1
there was little or no social discontent*
Evelina* to a certain extent, deals with this problem
of rank, since it is concerned with the singular situations to
which the child of Caroline Evelyn might be exposed between the
elegant connections of her mother and the vulgar ones of her

2
grandmother*

Evelina was disconcerted at a dance when she found

her partner was a nobleman, that he should bo so much her

1
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2
Ev., (notes), 569.
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5
"superior in every way."

Attractive in herself, she should

have had splendid offers in London had there not been some
4
mystery in regard to her birth.
Sir Clement espressos a
general opinion when he tells Lord Orville, "not even the
philosophy of your Lordship would recommend to me a connection
of that sort, with a girl of obscure birth, whose only dowry is
5
her beauty, and who is evidently in a state of dependency."
!Fnis last remark suggests that there might be a substi¬
tute for rank; that is, a nobleman might marry himself to a young
lady of unequal rank if she had sufficient fortune.

So Evelina

discovers "How requisite are birth and fortune to the attainment

6
of respect and civility."

As long as she was with the I.Iirvans,

Evelina was treated with the cordiality befitting their posi¬
tion, but once she was placed in the company of tho Branghtons
7
and Lfadame Duval, Sir Clement became "curious and abrupt."
Evelina finally achieves both rank and fortune when
she is acknowledged as the daughter of Sir Join Belmont and is
to become his heiress.

Hence her engagement to Lord Orville,

although formed before this recognition, charms the eighteenth
century reader with its propriety.

3
Ev.,3G.
4
Ibid., 155.
5
Ibid., 435.

6
Ev., 363.
7
Ibid., 2551

Cecilia is not quite so simple a study of the problem*
'Bio heroine is an heiress, the only survivor of the Beverley

family, but she lack3 tho background of a line of ancestors of
rank* ’’Her ancestors had been rich farmers in the county of
Suffolk, though her father, in whom a spirit of elegance had
supplanted the rapacity of wealth, had spent his time as a
private country-gentleman, satisfied, without increasing his store,
to live upon what he inherited from the labours of his predecessors*
Her uncle, the dean, had appointed as guardians for
Cecilia three men of varying positions*
selected to manage her fortune;

Vs*

Hr* Briggs was a miser,

Iiarrol, tho husband of her

girlhood chum, was looked upon as a man of wealth, although neither
ho nor his wife was descended

from

a family of ’’rank”, and his

home furnished Cecilia tho necessary social life; and Lir* Delville.,
the third guardian, was “descended of

a

race which, though decay-

9
ing in wealth, was unsubdued in pride”,

a qualification which

lent dignity to tho connections of Cecilia*
Particularly is this last guardian involved in the trials
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of Cocilia.

Ho was unbending in his prejudices, and since the

will which left Cecilia a fortune carried in it a clause making
it necessary that she give her name to the man she married, his
pride in his name, which could be "traced from the time of the

10
Saxons",

forbade his permitting her marriage with his son,

Mortimer Delville.
Hot only was Mr. Delville emphatic in his choice of a
wife for his son, but ho was also critical of companions for
him*

His family pride is exemplified in his remarks concerning

Mr. Belfield, the son of a tradesman:
"We know he is not a man of rank} and whatever he may
be, we know he cannot become a man of family, and consequently
for Mortimer Delville he is no companion....It becomes your
birth, it becomes your station in life to assist individuals,
and promote the general good: but never in your seal for others
forget what is due yourself, and to the ancient and honorable

11
house from which you are sprung."
This Mr. Belfield presents an interesting study of a
member of the lower middle class who attended the university

10
Coe.. Ill, 61.

11
Ibid., I, 184.
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and lived always with his superiors until he disdained his own

12
relations.

His father intended him for "trade", but he entered

the Temple to study law.

Hi3 mother encouraged him in remaining
13

in high society "that ho might keep himself in fortune’s way."
His checkered career is traced somewhat fully:

"Delighted

with the favor of the world and charmed to find his presence
seemed the signal for entertainment, he soon forgot the uncer¬
tainty of his fortune and inferiority of his rani:: the law grow
more and more fatiguing, pleasure become more and more alluring,
and, by degrees, he had not a day unappropriated to some party
or amusement: voluntarily consigning the few leisure mcments his
gay circle afforded him, to the indulgence of his fancy in some
hasty compositions in verse, which were handed about in manuscript,
14
and which contributed to keep him in fashion.”
His downfall soon came,for with his fortune gone, he still
hesitated going into some "sordid business" with "such an education
15
and connexions."
After much hardship he reached a philosophical
conclusion, "I hold that man independent, who treats the great as
the little, and the little as the great; who neither exults in
riches nor blushes in poverty; who owes no man a groat and who

14

12

Cec., I, 253

Cec., Ill, 261.
15

13
Ibid., 373.
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16
spends not a shilling he has not earned*"
'Ihere are shades of difference in the members of this
family.

Hrs. Belfield is vulgar and common; her son tries to

rise above his station or means; and her daughter, Henrietta,
is conscious of her inferiority to "grand" people and appre¬
ciates the condescension of Cecilia in becoming her friend*
Lady Honoria Pemberton is another character in
Cecilia who typifies a class*

Lira. Colville sums her up, "She

rank of Lady Honoria, though it has not rendered her proud, nor
even made her conscious she has any dignity to support, ha3 yet
given her a saucy indifference whom she pleases or hurts, that
borders upon what in a woman is of all things the most odious, a
17
daring defiance of the world and its opinions*"
Although Mrs* Earrel and Mrs* Delvillo might have tea
together there is still that "distance between a lady of Mrs.
Delvillofs rank, both by birth and alliance, and such a young
woman as Mrs. Barrel, whoso ancestors but a short time since
18
were mere Suffolk farmers*"
Mr. Hobson, a tradesman, states his maxim: "If a man

16
Cec., Ill, 114
17
Ibid. , xl, 218
18~
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makes a fair penny, without any underhand dealings why he has as
much title to enjoy his pleasure &3 Chief Justice or the Lord
Chancellor.«.Though what I hold to be best of all is a clear
19
conscience with a neat inccsno of two or three thousand a year."
Just what the attitude toward class distinction was
in the society which Fanny Burney knew i3 not clearly stated,
but evidently it varied considerably*

Lias* Thrale was liberal

minded in regard to the "respect due from the lower class of
people." Lady Ladd accuses her of lotting "all sort of people
SO
do just a3 they*ve a mind by her."
But Lies. Thralo retorts
that sho would "sooner never see another bow in her life, than
turn dancing-master to hair-dressers•”
Dr. Johnson was of the opinion of Lady Ladd, that
"subordination is always necessary to the preservation of order

21
and decorum".

In a similar discussion on the inequality and

23
subordination of man with Lira. Macaulay,

Dr. Johnson immediately

won his point by asking the lady to have her footman be seated
at the table whore they were dining.
Fanny herself, and most of her close friends belonged
to what wo might designate as the upper middle class.
find no mention of those who wore thoir superiors.

Yet, we

In the

19
31
Coo*. J.j 306.
Diary» I, 146.

20

22
Diary, I, 145.
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social life of London, typified by tlio Bluestockings, tlioy
took their place as leaders*

Through the prominence of her

father as a musician, Fanny had an opportunity to meet the
"cream of society”—lords and ladies, dukes and duchesses,
opera stars, actors, philosophers, and of course, once she
became known as an author, she won a place in that society by
reason of her own merit*

Hence we should not expect her to insist

upon class distinction in its finest sense—there were always
25
barriers between the lowest and the middle classes— but we
might expect to find a blending between the middle and the
upper classes.

Such is the case in her personal life, but in

her novels she has taken an objective view of the matter, and
maintains the conflict between the pride of the Belvilles and
the inferiority of Cecilia, introducing the wealth of the latter
as an in due ament in her favor, but having the victors’- at last
go to tho name of the Delville’s*
A few biographical details will cnnuince us of Mss
Burney’s disregard for money*

She went to court to be the

second "keeper of the robes” to Queen Charlotte, for her
24
room and board and two hundred pounds a year*
She married
a poor French refugee, who, in quitting France, "had only a
25
little ready money in his pocket,"
and whose situation was

23
25
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26
m

30 remote from all that could satisfy prudence"

that her

father objected to tho marriage*
Mias Burney*s indifference to luxury was expressed soma
years bofore her marriage when Hr* Thrale had suggested Sir
27
John Lade as a possible husband for her.

"Oh if he knew how

little X require with regal’d to money—how much to even boar
with a companion I But he was not brought up with such follcs as
my father, my Susan, and my Daddy Crisp, and does not know what
indifference to all things

but good society such people as

those inspire."
Again we quote Mr* Hobson as expressing, not Hiss Burney*3
opinion, but the opinion of tradesmen as they existed in the
eighteenth century*

He says, "As to the matter of saying ’Lord

such a one, how d’ye do?8 and such compliments, why in my mind,
28
it*a a mare nothing in comparison of a good income."
And Lady
Honoria places more store in Cecilia’s wealth than in the
29
"noble blood" of the Dalvillos*
Fanny was rather prcsae to condemn wealth and its con3e-

26
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27
Ibid., X, 23.

23
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III,

134.

29
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She says, "I thinlc I have rarely seen a very rich

SO
man with a light heart and light spirits*n Her disgust with
the attitude of "these rich men (who) thinlc themselves the
%
constant prey of all portionless girls and are always upon
31
their guard and suspicious of some design to take them in,"
might have been an incentive to reverse the situation in
Cecilia, although her purpose in writing tho book is much
deeper*
.After her unpretentious life as Mne. D’Arblay for
several years, she still writes in contempt of wealth in
32
Camilla, "How few are the diversions of the rich and indolent
that can so lightly be acquitted (as the study of Sir Hugh)."
'flier© is frequent reference made to tho poor in both
Cecilia and Camilla, but we may woll wonder just how much
first hand experience with this class Fanny had at the time
she wrote Cecilia.
Miss Burney is very conscious of the need for charity
and makes the generosity of Cecilia one of her virtues*
Cecilia, however, declares that "hardheartedness to distress is

30
Diary X, 66*
31
Ibid., 470,

32
I, G8*
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by no means the fault of the present time:

on the contrary^

it is scarce sooner made known, than every one is ready to
OO

contribute to its relief."

Judging from the consternation

among the lower class of her own tenants and the poor in
34
general
that resulted from her leaving the community, we are
inclined to believe this readiness to give to charity a bit
over-stated,

Tho

general attitude was probably more in line with

Mr, Hobson, who said, "I pay the poor rate and that’s what I call
35
charity enough for any man.”
Likewise Camilla was brought up by her ^admirable parents
36
never to pass distress without inquiry," but Miss Hargland
opposes, "liever encourage beggars.
37
do by it."

You don’t know the mischief you

Evelina’s pity was excited by the pecuniary distress
of the Scotch poet, Macarthey, whom the Branghtons despised for
38
being poor.
Macartney did not spurn her charity when she let
38
her nurse fall to the ground, not daring to present it to him;
39
but he refused the patronage of his young friond at Aberdeen.
We might wonder how much Miss Burney actually knew in
40
regard to tho poverty of such people as the Hills,
when she
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wrote Pvellna and .Cocilia, since there is a striking lack of
realistic details in the passages that deal with the poor*
The treatment is idealised to the extent that the sufferers
are heroic.

The Hills did not mind doing without dinnerEfto

have a funeral for the son, "for they had no great heart for
41
eating*"
The characters could netsily have been imagined, for
there is none of the discontent that would tie them to the
earth as individuals*
to* Crutchley’s description of the room of M* Lowe, the
painter under Dr* Johnson1s protection, may have furnished some
of toss Burney4s second hand information*

"It was all dirt and

filth, brats squalling and wrangling, up two pair of stairs

”,

and a closet of which the door was open, that Seward well said
was quite Pandora’s box—it was the repository of all tho

42
nastiness and stinch and filth and food and drink."
toss Burney owed her literary position partly to the
"patronage" of such women as Mrs. Thrale and Sirs* Ord*

In view

of that fact it seems strange to find her critical of a patronage
system, yet the character Mr. 3elfield in Cecilia laments:
"Ho?/ is his struggling soul , if superior to his fato, to brook

41
Ccc*, I, 100*
42
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ill© ostentation of patronage, and the insolence of con43
descenaion?’1
Shis loads to certain unbecoming traits of character
vihlch could hardly be considered vices yet which certainly are
not virtues.

First and foremost in Cecilia is the consuming

"pride" of Mr* Dolville.

We may find instances v/hore Fanny

Burney egresses herself as disapproving of tho trait*

"Hiehes

44
and pride without liberality—how odiousI she declares at an
early date*

Mr* Crutchley shows his pride, she says, in his

"general contempt of everybody and of everything."

he had a total

"indifference of what is thought of him by others and a disdain
4-5
alike of happiness or misery."
Coupled with Mr. Dolville’s pride was his "strange

16
infatuation of unconquerable prejudice."

As Dr. Lyster puts it,

in words made famous by Jane Austen, "the whole of this unfortunate
47
business has been the result of pride and prejudice."
Equally unfavorable, but hardly 30 exploited, is ."in¬
sincerity."

It may seem strange in eighteenth century society

where artificiality played so largo a part, that a member of that
society should condemn that trait*

Perhaps this is evideneo of

46
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the clarity with which Mss Burney viewed those around her.
At any rate, she malcos this comment about Maria Allen in
1771, "The strongest trait of her own character is sincerity,
one of the most noble of virtues, and perhaps, without any ox48
ception, the most uncommon.n Evelina laments, "A world so
deceitful, where we must suspect what v?o seo, distrust what we
49
hear, and doubt even what we feel," which seems to echo Hiss
Burney’s personal attitude.
Let us pass on to the social attitude toward town and
country. Dr. Johnson might bo said to represent the general
preference for town life, for he emphatically expresses himself
of the opinion that a wise man will go into the country only
50
from necessity.
Fanny Burney found the city, or tho "groat
51
town” as she calls it, much to bo desired over tho country
52
town.

Tills conflict between tiie town and the country wo find
expressed in tho novels as well as tho diary.

The gross

characters, such as Captain Mirvan, might find tho country more
desirable, and London a"place with only tho play house as a public

48
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53
place where a nan ought not to bo ashamed to shew his face;"
or the over pious might find objection to the city because of
it3 "folly, duplicity, fraud, and impertinence,"
Villars,

She indolent might say with

Mr,

as did Hr,

Meadows, it is

"the sink of all vice and depravity, streets without lightI
Houses without airl

neighborhood without society*

talkers with¬

out listeners*.«.*Tis astonishing any rational being can endure
55
to be so miserably immured,M
Wo need not, however, take those as the "fashionable"
opinions, or even the popular ones.

In the first place, Mr,

Meadows comments only for the sake of effect, for he has an
56;
equally disagreeable picture of the country.
'Mr, Lovel and
Sir Clement are tempted to ridicule Evelina’s lack of
familiarity with proprieties because of her "retirement" in
the country.
Take, too, the confession of Mrs. Harrel that She
quite hated the country and could only bear to live in it in
57
the summer time.
The restriction which life in the country
placed on one’s social activities as well as on the variety
53
and merit of one’s friends, might account for her dislike.
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Certain characters were fitted for life in the
country; others wore not.

Cecilia thinks that Morrice was

particularly adapted for entertainment of a largo house in
59
tho country*
Indiana,s governess, Mss liargland* "equally void
of tastes or,of resources for the country,, had languished
60
and fretted away twelve years in its bosom"
with tho hope
that some day she might accompany her young pupil to the
metropolis, "the sole residence of elegance and fashion."
Mr. Seaton was aware of Hetty’s preference for the
city, for he said if she had to go to the country, "she
61
would take her garter and hang herself."
During certain social seasons society foil: lived in
the country and at other times they lived in town.

It was

the general practice to leave town after the birthday
(June 4,) and not to return until fall.

In 1775 Shnny makes

the season extend almost to Christmas time*

There was a

"prodigious house (at the opera), such a one as November can
scarce ever have seen before, unless indeed it was formerly
more the fashion to come to town before Christmas than it is
62
at present."
And in 3optember, 1778, "People are so

59
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dispersed in various quarters" that is is difficult to get
63
them together for a large assembly*"
Miss Burney’s novels show the summer season away
from town a little shorter than, does the Diary, although
the accuracy of this statement may he questioned since it
came from Miss Branghton, "I thought that my cousin would
not, upon any account, have come to town in the summer-time;
for it’s not at all the fashion,—so, to be sure, thinks X,
64
she’ll stay till September, when tho playhouses open*" Sir
Clement mentions tho fact that the town is "quite full and
65
will continue so until after the birthday*"
In what light were women regarded in the eighteenth
century?

Mr* Ylllars speaks of the reputation of a woman as

being the "most beautiful and most brittle of all human
60
things*"
In this delicate position women found it difficult
to venture far into public life* Sheridan forbade his wife*a
67
singing in public,
which signifies the general aversion to
women "artists."

Sven as a writer, the eighteenth century

female was treading on dangerous ground,

Fanny Burney in an

effort to avoid her identity as a "scribbler" published

63
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67
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Eyolina anonymously, and when this identity was about to bo
discovered she was so agitated that aho was quite 411 all

68
night and could not sleep,

and upon being actually known as

an author she was "for moro than a week unable to oat, drink,
69
or sleep*"

The popularity of Evelina paved the way for

more writing, but Miss Burney felt her obligation to maintain
that delicacy for which she was praised, to the extent, if
70
necessary, of sacrificing her reputation as an author.
Mr.* Delville eounsels Cecilia to remember that a
"lady, whether so called from birth or only from fortune should
never degrade herself by being put on a level with writers and
71
such 3ort of ppople."
for similar reasons, he objected to a
lady’s knowing too much.

"The Spectator, Tatler, and Guardian,

would make library sufficient for any female in the kingdom; nor
72
do I think it like a gentlewoman to have more."
Education afforded girls in the eighteenth century was
"largely utilitarian", consisting in handicrafts such as 3ewing,
knitting, spinning, lace-making, to almost as great an extent
73
as reading and arithmetic.
Many boarding schools for girls grew
74
up in the eighteenth century,
whore girls of the upper class
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went if they were not taught at home.

The course of study

included English, writing, arithmetic {for household accounts),
75
drawing, dancing, needlework, and a little French.
Fanny, lacking formal instruction at a school, learned
what she laiew at home, and she was particularly interested in
languages, especially French and Italian, but not Latin, to the
76
surprise of many who thought that all writers should know Latin.
She had a tendency to discredit education as being wholly
necessary to the cultured person, "How infinitely preferable
77
are parts without education to education without parts.”
The heroines of the novels apparently had the general
boarding school education, and in ISyalina wo find the general

type, who after completing the requisite work malio3 "her entrance
78
into the Great World",

Cecilia felt that by reason of hor

education she was more suited to Delville than was Henrietta
79
Belfield.
In Camilla, however, Sir Hugh has a tutor on his
hands and in desperation starts to educate first one and then the
other of Ids nieces.

Yihen Indiana star-feed studying,he said,

"I shan’t so much mind her getting a little learning, because

75
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sho’c not likely to mako much hand of it*,.To be sure, being
30
a girl, it is rather out of the way,"

I)r. Orkbomo concluded

the incapacity of Indiana to be "rather that of her sox than
81
of an individual."
In Ooellia tho education of the poor was
82
essentially to help them to "common employments."
Women In the eighteenth century were looked upon as
not requiring that degree of education expected of men* Lir*
83
Seaton regarded all girls as being "mortally silly and insipid*"
Edmund Burke, however, considered it "an age distinguished by
84
producing extraordinary women*"
Tile attitude toward marriage was generally, similar to
the attitude toward wauen.

1st ch-making was usually the work of

parents or guardians*

Ifanny had found it fortunate that her
85
father did not insist on a match undesirable to her.
Sir Hugh
and Mss Margland were both adept in forming matrimonial engage-

86
ments.

Madame Duval proposes a match between Evelina and
87
Young Branghton,
and Mr3* Selwyn and Sir John Belmont arrange

88
the date for tho marriage of Evelina and Lord Orvillo.

lie*

Belvillo who cannot understand tho son of an earl boing rejected
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89
by a young woman of no family,

explains that "whore the

connexion is a proper one, a young lady of delicacy lias only
90
to accede to it*”
Lady Honoria gives the lady’s reaction, "One’s fathers
and uncles and those sort of people always make connexions for
ane, and not a creature thinks of our principles till they find
them out by our conduct.....The men know nothing of us in $ho
world while we are single, but how we can dance a minuet, or play
91
a lesson upon the harpsichord#"
Fanny expressed the general dislike of a public
92
wedding, yet to bo married without the consent of one’s parents
secretly, as young Dolville proposed, made Cecilia think herself
93
degraded.
Mr. Hutton says that it is not fashionable to talk of
94
domestic happiness,
and in "these degenerate days’* it was un95
usual to find a married couple happy.
Marriage in general
seems to have been taken with a great deal of levity, once the
ceremony was performed.
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TUI
CHARACTERS OP THE BEAU MOIOE

We have studies eighteenth century life in an effort
to determine the accuracy with which Penny Burney pictured it
in her novels.

We now reach a point in our examination where

we are to be principally concerned with fine distinctions —»
instances of exaggeration where the author lias taken certain
characteristics

o£

the fashionable world •— both of its persons

and of its practices —» and gone beyond the appearanoo a3 she
found it in real life for the sake of emphasis, perhaps, and
in a spirit of gentle satire.
!Ehe ^oau Monde of the eighteenth century followed one
fad and then another.

The fashions changed rapidly and were

often in themselves absurd.

There was in general an affectation

in speech and action that certain members of society, known a3
"macaronis", "fops", or "coxcombs" in the masouline gender,
carried to an extreme.

It is interesting to disoern that men

were almost solely in the limelight.

The young ladies might

be conceited and affected, silly or insipid, but they do not
receive the attention which the Beaux do in the novels of Miss
Burney.

Women were given secondary consideration, because they

were still subordinate to man in public life in general, and in
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fashions as ranch as in other phases.
The emergence of women into the foreground in society
and in literature is one of the characteristics marking the
eighteenth century.

Their influence in determining the current

of literature and in setting certain standards for social inter¬
course may be seen in the development of the assembly, the salon,
and the conversazione.

Richardson was actually ahead of his

time in thought concerning the place of woman in society, for
the idea which he had that society should be dominated by women’s
ideals did not become an actuality until the last of the eighteenth
century.
It is essential to remember that although the '’misses"
in the novels are still secondary to the fops, the consideration
which they receive denotes an advance over that given them in
previous literature.
Fanny Bumoy, being a woman novelist, may have been
motivated by a desire to give the feminine reaction to the
coxoombery when she drew such characters a3 Mr. Level, Sir
Clement, Mr Meadows,.Sir Sedley Clarendol.

At least she makes

her heroines sensible creatures who are not awed by the air3 of
her male associates.
The term applied to the elite group who set the fashions,
and also to the fashions themselves, i3 "ton".

It is often

coupled with some adjective such as "bon" or "haut" but most

348

frequently appears by itself.
Chere can be no doubt that Miss Burney had ample op¬
portunity for viewing the ton of London, of Bath, and other
1

resorts.

She speaks of herself as being the ton at Bath,

shown in Mrs Lambert’s overture to her and in Beau Cravell’s
approval.

But she adds, "My coldness in return to all these

sickening, heartless, ton-led people, I try not to repress,
though to treat them with such respect as their superior stations
fairly claim, I would not for the world neglect." Mr Crisp
advised her that she was "at school, the great sohool of the
2

world," where she should gather new ideas and characters.
Evelina might be reflecting Miss Burney’s sensibility
in not letting custom so influence her as to forget the use of
reason.

She observes, "Che prevalence of fashion makes the
3
greatest absurdities pas3 unoensured. ” How much is this speech
eohoed in the diary at a later date.’

".Anything alike worse or

better than other folks, that does but obtain notice and exoite
remark, i3 sufficient to make happy ladies and gentlemen of the
A

ton." Eanry resented the proud superiority off one type of
5

6

tonishness, and regarded another with "contemptuous anger."
Again we cite the characteristics which Hiss Burney saw

1
Diary, I, 417
2
Ibid., 342*
3
33v#$ 368*

4
Diary, I, 374,
6
Ibid., 412.
fii

Ibid., 374.

ill the Great World , for they are intimately oomieoted with
this phase of her writing.

She sees it "filled with absurdity

of various sorts, now bursting forth in impertinence, now in
pomposity, now giggling in silliness, aid now yawning in dul7
ness." Add to these certain traits mentioned elsewhere,

8
"melancholic",

"immensely conceited and affected, uncommonly

9$

'

bold, insolent assurance of success"

and you have the sum and

substance of late eighteenth century ton.
Perhaps those observations will tend to answer the

10
question that so many

wanted to ask —> Where did Eanny Burney

find such characters and such variety of incident?

Of course,

there is still the "low characters" in Svelina which we find
difficult to explain in view of the "few opportunities Faniy

11
has had of seeing the world and different scenes of life."
Yet since this type of character was the more common in the
literature of the day, they may well be reflecting the "wit of

12
Fielding and the humor of Smollett"

rather 'than resulting

from personal experience.
Lot us look into the novels themselves and compare
the characters as Hiss Burney chose to depict them with certain
members of her acquaintance who show similar traits.

10

7
Mary, I, 512.

8

~~

Ibid., 442.
9™
Early Diary, XI, 168$
Mary, II, 35.

Mary, I, 174.

11
Early Diary, II, 246.
lF~~*

Ev.,

“

(profaoe) si.
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In Evelina we may take the characters that Hiss Burney
presents as being those of an author*a first attempt5 they lack
the clear cut lines which she gives to her later creations in
Cecilia and Camilla and at the same time do not possess sufficient
variety to make them individuals*
Sir Clement Willoughby, Hr. Lovel, Lord Merton, and
Mr* Coverly, make up the gallery of beaus in Evelina* We do not
include Lord Orville for he,

in contrast, possessed all the ideal

traits that a youthful mi33 might fancy or desire.

Mr*

Smith

likewise comes under a slightly different group since he aspired
to, but did not, attain the polite circles*
Evelina’s first encounter with Sir Clement displayed
13
his frivolous gallantry and forwardness,
not unlike that which
14
won the disfavor of Dr. Burney from the coxcomb Mr. fwisa,
Shere
is something familiar in the persistence of Sir Clement’s atten¬
tions, even after being repulsed by Evelina.
15
the tenacious attention of Mr* Crlspen.

It has the flavor of

Hiss Burnqy also had an excellent model of a coxcomb in
16
her oousin Richard.
He mimicked his 01m "airs and graces",
showing that hi3 affectation wa3 conscious and intentional, 'fet
he was more prone to enter the game of coquetry by drawing the

13
15
Ev., 49, ff.
Early Diary, I, 230.
14~*~
16
Early Diary, I, 298-301,
Ibid., II, 217.

i
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ladies into a flirtation than to malce tho forward advances
•which Sir 0lenient made#
She artful Sir Clement could pay great compliments

and make fine speeches which might be compared to the wiles
of Mr. Seaton in winning the favor of the youthful Fanny.

18

Yet once an author. Miss Burney endows her seventeen year
old heroine with the insight necessary to see through his
19

flowery language.
£he characteristics of the other beaux mentioned echo
the spirit of Sir Clement*

hr* Lovel is slightly more languid,

for he spends thirty minutes thinking what he should put on,

20

and at the theater does not know the name of the ploy he was to
21

see, since he goe3 for the purpose of showing he iB alive.
Concern for dress ivas one of the fops* hobbies.
In Mr. hovel we get the first indication of the affected

young man, which Miss Burney elaborates to such great extent. We
have heretofore noted that the invitation to dance was usually
accompanied by a bow, but this picture carried it to an extremes
"A young man, who had for some time looked at us with a kind of

negligent impertinence advanced, on tiptoe, towards me; ho had a
set smile on his face, and his dress was so foppish, that I
really believe he even wished to be 3tared at, and yet he was

.18

20

Ev., 493.

EV. , 144*

18

21

Early Diary,
19
Ev. , 225.

Ibid., 100,135.
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very ugly," says Evelina. "Bowing almost to the ground, with
a sort of owing, and waving his hand with the greatest conceit,
after a short silly pause— ’Madame—May I presume?/ and stopt
offering to take my hand.
23
forbear laughing."

I drew it back but could scarce

At the time that this was written, Fanny Burney’s
record of her experience does not show that she had actually met
with such extreme foppishness.

She was no doubt playing with the

possibilities that might proceed from the exaggeration of the
dandified air3 of those whom she knew.
She charaoter of Mr. Meadows, however, marks the
essence of such affected airs.

He is indolent to the extent

of becoming positively rude.

He represents what Hr. Gosport
23 _
3
designates as the "inaensibilist".
inoe becoming one, he has
never once dared to be pi eased, nor ventured to appear in a
good humor.

In spite of hi3 unsociable attitude, "he is now in

the very height of fashionable favour; his dress is a model, his
manners are imitated, his attention is courted, and his notice
24
is envied. ”
Bid not Beau ‘Travel 1 "give the ton to all the world,
set up young ladies in the beau monde,, and ...... (become) the
25
sovereign arbitrator of fashion"?

22
Ev., 24-5.

23
OoQo, I, 330-1.

24
Dec., I, 328.
25
Diary, I, 385.
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1%. Gosport further explains this power*

He

gained his influence "by nothing but a happy art in catching
the reigning foibles of the times and carrying than to an
extreme yet more absurd than any one had done before him**.*
A man of the ton who would now be conspioious in the gay v/orld,
26
must invariably he insipid , negligent, and selfish."
2hat definition holds very well for the popularity of
certain traits,

'finis happened to be the fad at the time Fanny

was writing, and she adds her own touches of exaggeration to
those naturally inculated in the fad itself*
llr. Meadows was a combination of all that was foppish.
V/e may pick him tp pieces and examine hia parts, identifying
many of them as belonging to various individuals whom Mss Burney
knew*
Perhaps the mo3t exact counterpart of Mr.

Meado\7S

in

Miss Burney’3 coterie of friends is Mr. Seward, a literary

2?
trifler, the son of the largest brewer in London.

Fanny oalled

him "Mr. Pry" and was provoked by his "alternating drollery and
lassitude, entertaining dualities and wearying complaints" and
28
in her attitude toward him was particularly pert.
She attacked
"his ennui, his causeless melancholy, his complaining languors,
29
his yawning inattention, and his restless discontent."

26
Cec., X, <o29.
27 "
Early Diary, II, 152.

28
Diary, I, 341
29
Ibid., 342.
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lira. Thralo likened his ennui to that of Pococurante in
30
Oandide,
and this he did not attempt to dispute*
Let us turn to Mr* Meadows*
”1 am tired to death.’

His ennui is the semes

I would give the universe for a disposi¬

tion less difficult to please

I hate everything that requires

attention.
Hothing gives pleasure that does not force its own
31
32
way,”
Likewise, he is melancholy? yawns in the faces of those
33
who address him,
for Miss Larolles actually expects him to
fall asleep while talking to him; is discontented wherever he
34
may be, for he expresses a dislike for both town and country.
Q?his does not completely cover the scope of Mr*
Meadows * tonishnesa,

Fanny added a few more ingredients from

such stylish young men as Mr. Crutchley.

His indiffei-ence to

the world about him is perhaps his most striking contribution
to the Meadows make-up.

”He cared not whether he lived or died,
35

as life was of no value to him, for ho had no enjoyment of it.”
IJote in thi3 nonnection Mr# Meadows'1 remarks, ”1 hate public
olaces... One is sick to death of friends; nothing makes one so
36
melanoholy. ”
Ya\ming in one’s face was not the rudest thing of which

30
Diaxy, I, 236.
31 "
Cec,, I, 325-6.
32
Ibid., 11,20.
33
Ibid., I, 70,153.

34
Cec. II, 554-5.
35
Biar.y, II, 19; I, 503.
36
Cec., II, 19-20.
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here he was capable.

He might pick his teeth and examine
37
them with a toothpick case glass,
or he might absently bite
38
his nails during a conversation. Again wa have a precedent
in the case of Mr Seward who enjoyed hearing Miss Burney teased
39
while ’’biting his nails and flinging himself back in a chair."
.Hr Meadows’ dancing v/a3 characteristic of his absentmindedness — when he did rouse himself enough to dance at all.
Y/hile dancing with Miss larolles, his ardent admirer, he was
taken with such a fit of absence he knew nothing he was about,
’’sometimes skipping and jumping with all the violence in the
world, just as if he only daaoed for exercise, and sometimes
standing quite still, or lolling against the wainscot and
40
gaping.....” Eanny’s cousin was equally as inconsiderate of
-,40 a
his partner.
Still Miss Larollea’ admiration continues, "Ho one is
ever affronted with an ennuye, if he is ever so provoking, be41
cause one always knows vhat it means.”
In the coffee room at the opera, or at the Pantheon,
Mr Meadows "always fixes himself in the best place in the room,
keeping the fire from everybody..... If he gets a seat, he never
43
offers to move if he sees one sinking with fatigue."

37
Oec., I, 340.

40
Oec., I, 154,

3
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“

Ibid., 325.
39
Mary, I, 93.
40a
Early Diary, I, 79

Ibid., 153.
*
Ibid., 152.

igain he is praised as being the. "sweetest dresser
43
in the world.*...nobody las half so good a fancy."
Ho details
are given of his dress that we might compare with the accepted
44
costume of the beau of this period.
She character of Hr Debater gives the best description
of men’s dress carried to the ridiculous*

A3 Sir Sedl^y observes,

"2hcy fit upon him so tight that he can’t turn round hi3 vastly
droll figure, except like a puppet with one jerk for the thole
45
body."
*>

2he character of Hr Headows is earn led to a- greater
extreme than any one particular coxcomb that Fanny knew.

He

never revives enough from his langour to show any good sense,
intelligence, or drolleiy such as Hr Seward had, to reconcile
46
himself to Hiss Burney.
yet as we have shown, the characteristics
which he possessed actually did exist in various merbero of his
class.
Once more following Hr Gosport’s classification, we
find the "jargonist" typified by Captain Arecby in Ceoilia.
"He has not an ambition beyond paying a passing compliment,
nor a word to make use of that he has not picked up at public
plaoes.

Yet this dearth of language, however you may despise it,

is not merely cc/irg to a narrow capacity; foppexy and conceit

43
QQU. , 1, 153.
tXi").

Hu^aos, op. cit., 388.

45
Cam., 1, IBS.
46
Diary, I, 91.
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have their share in the limitation; for though his phrases
are almost always ridiculous or misapplied* they are selected
47
with much study* and introduced with infinite pain**'
Page after page of the captain’s speeches are loaded
with one French phrase after another*

She following sentence is

typical of the language of his cmversationj

"I am q.uite au

despoir to have failed in ary of my devoirs; but I make it a
principle to be a mere looker-on upon these occasions, lest X
should be so unhappy as to commit any faux pas by too much .
48
empr easement*11
She influence that French had upon the speech of the
eighteenth century has already been noted*

French phrases came

to be so commonly known and used that they were not an indication
of ary degree of culture*
Captain Aresby is of course an exaggerated character
and might easily have been existent solely in Miss Burney’s
mind*

Regardless of the ton* we are inclined to believe no one

ever actually talked exactly like that*

Ehe lack of evidence

in her diary prior to the publication of Ceoilia bears out this
opinion*
Speech generally was empty and affected, including
49
many trite expressions vhioh were repeated time and again*

47
Ceo* * X* Sol*
48
Ceo* * XX* 355i

49
''QJol-de-rol'' is perhaps
^the most meaningless*
It was used by Hr B—y,
Diary* X* 293*
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Morrioe in Cecilia borrows an expression wo have heard before,
50
"in a coma on sort of way."
It was a favorite expression of
Mr E~ whose "trite, settled* tonisb. emptiness of discourse
51
was a never failing source of laughter and diversion,"
Miss Burney likewise observed about tho speech of her suitor,
52
Mr Barlow, 'lxis language is stiff, studied, and even affected,"
Sir Sedley Clarendd is another languid gentleman of the
53
Meadows type. He enchants Mrs Arlbery with his "conceit",
but
he annoys Camilla and Miss Marglaid with his sprinkling of per-

54
fume and his indolence.

Miss Maryland thinks he should be dancing.

Similarly Captain Brisbane reproached Captain Bouohier for sitting
55
still when there were so few dancers.
Miss Mar gland called Sir
66
Sedley an Irish fortune hunter,
a species not unknown to eighteenth
5?
century society.
Women had their place in society and spent most of their
time courting the attention of the bored gentlemen.
is true of the loquacious Miss Larolles.

Sir Bobsrt IIoyer says,

"Whoever dreams of complimenting the women now?
58
end,"

50
II, 261.
51
Diary, I, 268—9,
62
~
Early Diary, II, 75,
53
Cam*, I, 155,
64
Ibid., 115.

At least this

That’s all at an

55
Diary, I, 405.
66

Cec., I, 118.
57
Diary, I, 433, 292.
58
Coo., I, 157; see also Cam,, I, 195,
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Soma of the young ladies became exceedingly affected
59
and conceited*
just as 'the men were* but they were always
considered incapable of forming opinions of their own.

Captain

Mir van warns his daughter, "never again be so impertinent as to
60
have a taste of your own before my face." Dr. Johnson had a
"degrading opinion" of the fair sex in general, but in particular
61
he did them "noble justice."
She fashionable misses described in Cecilia and Evelina
have the combined traits of those Miss Burnqy knew in reality.
Miss larollea has come to our attention before in connection vdth
the foppish Mr Meadows. She falls under Mr Gosport’s classification
62
of the "voluble." Her characteristics are admirably summed up:
-i

^

She is "flirting, communicative, restless, and familiar, and attacks,
without the smallest ceremony everyone (she) think3 worthy of (her)
notice." Since we have quoted her frequently in regard to the
manners of the day, we need scarcely mention more about her here.
Certain of her characteristics xasy be detected in the ac¬
quaintances of Miss Burney.

For instanoe* Miss Brown is "gey,
63

careless and good-humored,"
to her role as a pattern.

but she lacks the affectation necessary

Perhaps the spirited and enlivening

conversation of Mrs Cholmondelqy contributed to the creation of

59
Diary, I,
60
Ev., 136.
GIT
Diary, I, 88.

62
Ceo., I, 44.
63
Diary, I, 103.
"“
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64
Miss Larolles.
65
ton."

Mrs Savenant was another "saucy woman of the

Miss Larolles’ familiar and. flirting way3 my have
66 67
originated from the married women, Mrs S—and Mrs Wall ,
both of whom took great delight in flirting with hick Burney.
2he other group of yourg ladies, treated less fully in.

the novels* is the "supercilious"*'of vliich Mias Leeson is an
example.

Shqy are the silent, languid girls who disdain con68

veroation except with their own set*

Lacy Louisa Larpmt in
She made a cold ac- ■

Evelina was a forerunner of this type.

knowledgment of her* introduction to Evelina and "continued her
69
70
conversation in a half vihiaper."
She was pretty but affected,
, 71
became fatigued before anyone else,
and declared herself a
72
"sad weak creature."
'illis extreme delicacy Eanny had commented on in Miss
73
We3ton,

vdiich made it "prodigiously fatiguing to converse with

her, as it is no little difficulty to keep pace with her refine¬
ment, in order to avoid shocking her by too obvious an inferiority
in daintihood and ton."

64
Diary, I, 438.
65
Ibid., 493.
66

Early Diary, I, 172-3.
67
Ibid,, II, 182-8.
68
Geo., I* 44.

69
3v., 358.
7(T
Ibid., 351.
71
Ibid., 491.
72
Ibid., 452.

73

“

Diary, I, 381.
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igain Fanny had found the reserved Ilia a B——, a young
lady quite "a la mode."

"Her head was erect and stiff as any

statue;?—her hair higher than twelve wigs stuck one upon the
other;— her waist taper and pinched, evidently;—her eyes ca3t
languishirgly from one object to mother, and her conversation
74

very much the thing."
10? Lovel declared that 1B had an "insuperable aversion
to strength of either body or mind in a female.....A woman wants
nothing to recommend her but beauty and good nature; in everything
75

else she is either impertinent or unnatural."
Mr DaLville emphasises the retirement with which a lady
of condition should live.

5he "who has a proper sense of her
76

dignity, cannot be seen too rarely or known too little."

A3 to

her occupations, he thinks mu3ic and dancing are sufficient for a
77

lady of rank.
Fanny had heard comments regarding Miss Streatfield’s
knowledge of Greek.

General B—y wa3 incensed at the idea that
78

"a fair female" Should presume to study Greek.
^

Hr Crisp had ad-

*\

vised Fanny to cast her "lovely Greek" in a drawing in black and
79

white,

and no doubt she had some of Hiss Streatfield’a charac¬

teristics in mind then she created ha? tonish ladies.

Her lin¬

guistic accomplishment, however, was too rare to fit properly

74

78

Early Diary, II, 146. Diaiy, I# 305.
76

79

Ev., 453.
7T*

Cec., Ill, 357.

Ibid., II, 70.
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into Me3 Burney*s picture gallery.

Sophia Streatfield’s
80
beauty made her extremely popular with the men,
and oince
outside her knowledge of Greek she made little pretence to
81
learning, that scholarly acquisition was no serious handicap.
Her ready command of tears indicates that she lacked sincerity.
On one occasion she ms spoken of with much impertinence as being
82
at the "service of any man who would make proposals to her."

The vivacious Lady Honoria Pemberton furnishes an in¬
teresting contrast to most of the young ladies described.

Vie are

at a loss to find her counterpart in the acquaintance of Earny
Burney.

She may have some of the fire and enthusiasm of Maria

Alien, although we do not think that this step-sister of Mss
Burnqy .was so shallow tliat she was never in a "passion twice" in
83
her life.
Her impish delimit in creating a quarrel is explained
in her close attendance by "stupid old chaperones, so that giving
them a little torment is really the only entertainment" she can
84
85
procure.
Lady Honoria is a great gossip,
much to the displeasure
of her aunt, ,I£rs Pelville, but that is a common characteristic of
all ages.
Miss Burney kept the heroines of her novels apart froa
the ton.

Evelina, Cecilia, and Camilla possess above all else

80

Mary, 1, 102, 210.
8l
Ibid., I, 185, 231.
83
Ibid., II, 34.

83
Ceo.„ II, 230.

ar~

Ibid., Ill, 356-7.
8*5
Ibid., II, 43.
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the trait of sincerity that Miss Burney so much admired,

'f'hey

are perhaps too sentimental, but tliair sentiments are not meant
to be affected.

?hqy are endowed with common sense and furnish

a contrast to the other young ladies of their acquaintance.
Likewise Lord Orville, Mortimer Belville, and Edgar
Mandlebert possess admirable traits that are more idealistic
than human.

Lord Orville is described as a gentleman to whom

few compared, and he in turn says of Evelina that she is not
*

like most young ladies "to be known in la If an hour."

86

In

making her principal characters the essence of virtue, Miss
Burney may be said to be expressing her dislike for the "ton"
as an individual and disclosing the weaknesses of the society
in which she lived.

86
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IX

mm

BUEHEI’S USE OP AVAILABLE MATERIAL

When Evelina was published# Panny Burney was twenty
sis years of age.

She was writing# however, about a girl

seventeen years of age, and onoe she became known as the author,
the general public seems to have formed the opinion that Panny
was the age of Evelina.

Dr. Johnson says he does not believe

1
that so young a man could write such a book as that.

Miss

Burney’s appearance might have had something to do with this
for We: are told that she looked much younger than she actually
was.
She realises her handicaps both as a woman and as a
novelist, but she justifies her attempt in these words*

"It

may seem a bold attempt for a female whoso knowledge of the
world is very confined and whose inclinations as well as
situation, incline her to a private and domestic life.

All

I can urge is that I have only presumed to trace the accidents
and adventures to whioh a ’young woman’ is liable.

I have

not pretended to show the world what it actually is, but what
it appears to a girl of seventeen:- and so far as that, surely

2

ass

girl who is past seventeen may safely do."

1
Diary, I, 246.

2
Early Diary, II, 212.
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In her preface she states her purpose to draw
3
characters from "nature but not from life." Yet we know
that one does not Imagine things which are entirely foreign
to their experiences andsas we have shown in the characters
of the ton,that they may be composites of numerous individuals
How true to nature or to life Miss Burney was in her
characterization we may well estimate from the contemporaty
opinion of her work.

Mrs. Montagus the feminine pride of

literature and sooiety. upon hearing that Evelina was the work
of a young lady, expected a "very pretty book.....a work of
mere imagination..... but life and maimers (she) never dreamt
4
of finding."
Dr. Johnson thinks that Evelina is a better picture of
'
5
life and manners than is to be found anywhere in Fielding.
Mrs. QJhrale says,

"Ihere’s a great deal tf human life in this

book and of the manners of the present time.

It’s writ by

somebody that knows the top and the bottoms the highest and
6
the lowest of mankind*...*" She further says 'that it reflects
back all our own ideas and observations 5 for everybody must

7
have met with something similar to almost all the incidents."
Fanny feels that Mrs. Thrale will wonder where she
oould have gained the experience to describe such a family as

3
Ev.s ix.
4“~
Diary, I, 122.
5
Ibid.

6
^Early Diary, II, 237.
Diary, I, 98.
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the Branghtons,

"Indeed I don’t myself recollect ever

passing half an hour at a time with any one person ouite so

8
bad#"

She dreads being thought of a3 possessing innately

vulgar ideas*
Evelina was so engrossing to eighteenth century
9
readers for one reason or another* that Edmund Burke and

10
Sir Joshua Reynolds

each sat up over night to finish it*

Mr Burke found equal pleasure in Cecilia*

"Shore are few

that will not find themselves better informed concerning
human nature, and their Btock of observations enriched by

11
reading your Cecilia,"

he told her*

It i3 generally tlaougkt that the love affair of
Faria Allen and Ear tin Sishtan famished some of the scenes
for Evelina*

However, since Hiss Allen’s letters to Fanny and

Susan contained "perilous stuff", they were destroyed at Miss
Allen’s reauest, leaving little actual information from either
that source or from the diary which was similiarly checked*
Enough remains as oommon knowledge to tell us that a few
parallels may be drawn between her love affair and that of
Evelina and Lord Orville*
Riohton was supposed to have done some act unbecoming
to a gentleman, thereby incurring the disapproval of Maria’s

12
mother*

Perhaps it was an offense similar to that which Lord

11

8
Diary,

l, 98,

9

Ibid., II, 95.

l£~~
Ibid., 107.

10
Ibid*, 61*

Early Diary,

I, 113, et aeq.
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Orville was believed to have committed in writing an in13
suiting letter to Evelina while intoxicated*
maria met
14

her lover abroad,

most likely by appointment, and Evelina
15
met hord Orville away frcei Mr* Fillara at Bristol,
quite
by accident, however*
Both love affairs end happily in marriage.

V/ith so

many details lacking, we must depend largely on conjecture
as to hov; much Fanny drew from the experience of liar la? but
of this much we may be certain, that the excitement connected
with a clandestine love affair stirred her imagination and gave
her ideas which she used in her novel.

By stretching the points

a bit, we might suppose that the secret marriage of Cecilia
and its attendant hardships were suggested by that same affair.
Other minor details we may tie up with Hiss Burney’s
experience.

It was customary for young girls to spend sane

time in London or abroad under the guardianship of some grown
person, usually a friend of their parents. Bessy Allen went
16
to Paris under the care of Mrs. Strange,
just as Evelina
went to London under the care of Hrs. Hirvan, Lady Howard’s
17
daughter.
Fanny’s affection for Charlotte and for Susan may
be taken as inspiration for the fondness of Evelina shown by

13
16
Ev#, 355. Ibid., 27.
14~
17“—
Early Mary, is 164. Ev., 27 ,
Ev. , 346.
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her for Hiss Kir van when she saids
“I conceal nothing frora
17a
her#...*”
Likewise Cecilia because of her fondness for
18
Henrietta Belfield
not only invited Henrietta to her own
home but in turn visited at her home? notwithstanding the

gossip that followed, and \7hich arose by reason of the
friendship existing between Cecilia and Henrietta^ brother#
19
Che hero-worship showered on Fanny by Augusta Byron
that
oaused Augusta to spoil her bouquet to give Fanny her prettiest
moss-roses at a dance, i3 similar to the devotion of Henrietta
in return for the kindness of Cecilia#
Che resemblance between Kme* Duval and Mae. de Ferre,
the governess of the Hisses Hales, is so striking that it draws

20
a comment from Lady Hales#

So, too, the philanthropic wandering

21
of James Hutton

22
may have given a hint for Albany in Cecilia#

However, the sayings of this half-mad character have the same
flavor as those remarks made by the nun at the masauerade, oon23
demning the world and its follies#
Che favor with which the various characters were re¬
ceived may indicate something of the ta3te of the age, as well
as give credit to the author for having struck the public fancy#
In Evelina, the Branghtons, Hr Smith, and ISae. Duval,
characters around whom the low humor center,

17a
Ev., 197
18
Cec# p IJ., 31#
19
Diary, I, 402-3#

20
Early Diary, II, 225

were

acclaimed most

21
Ibid#, I, 305.

22
Cec#

9

JLIJL, 76—80#

2T~
Early Diary, I, 74.
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highly#

3r« Johnson liked the ’’fine varnish of low oolite™
24
ness” of Hr Smith,
as did Miss Palmer and the members of her
» 25
family#
Dr* Johnson also liked the Snow Hill scenes with

Sir Clement added., since it gave the fine shades of character
26
between Smith and Sir Clement#
Mrs Gholmondeley particularly
liked Ifise. Duval , whom she imitated from morning to night#

Mrs

Ehrale considered Lady Louisa as well drawn as any character
27
in the book}
which prepares us for her preference for the
28
’’ton” parties in Cecilia.
Captain Mir van seems to have been generally condemned
as too coarse ana at the same time unlike a sea captain,

llayy

officers resented the character? however, Hiss Burn^ asserted
that the more she Saw of sea captains, the less reason she had
to be ashamed of Captain Mirvac, ’’for they have all so irresistable
a propensity to wanton mischief, to roasting beaus, and detesting
23
old women”, that she would not change it if she could.
Her
brother James was a naval lieutenant, but she did not picture
him in this light.
In Cecilia Hr Pepys was pleased with Meadows, saying
that "it’s the best hit possible upon the present group of fine
SO
gentlemen.”
He also appreciated the dramatic effect created
by the pistol scene with Macartney, and on this basis urged that

24
Diary, 1, 72.

28
Ibid., II, 86,

BW

2F*'~'

Ibid.s 107.
26
Early Diary, II, 255.

Ibid.o I, 576.
SO
Ibid., II, 104.

Diary, I, 75.
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31
Mias Burney write a comedy.

Mrs ©male declared that lira

Belfield enchanted her because "she knows so many like her
32
in the Borough*"
Dr, Bumpy says that the "tradesman manque"
33
is new and may be "not uninstructive*u
The character which was generally proclaimed the ideal
gentleman was Lord Orville-

His fine manners won the favor of

the young ladies as well as that of the men*

Traits that make

him entirely prosaic and uninteresting to the modern reader.,
inspired Dick Burney to give us following the Macaronis and by study
34
every day to pattern his manners after this noble example*
Dr*
Burney agrees with Dick that Lord Orville was the model character
35
for the young man* just as Mr Villars was for the old man*
He
36
find3 the letters of Mr Tillars extremely touching and well worded*
Mrs Selwyn;a comment on Lord Orville0 that he was designed for
57
the last ago because he is so polite,
and Evelina’s quotation
from Marmontel as applying to Lord Orville, "un jeune homme comme
38
il y en a peu,
represents the attitude on the part of the ladies
toward ouch a fine gentleman*
39
"Authors before they write should read,"
Burney in explaining her second source of material*

31
Diary, I, 159.
Ibid., II, 86,

3*3

Ibid.
34
Early Diary, II, 219*
35
Ibid., II, 244, 218.

36
Ibid., 239.
EV., 354.
JoSP"
Ibid., 356
39
Diary, I, 245.

says Miss
Yet she appears
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to have been by no means a prodigious reader*

Macaulay men¬

tions that fact in explaining that at the time when her best
40
novels were produced# her knowledge of books was very small*
fanny also disclaims a wide familiarity with novels*

"I am always

afraid of being caught reading# lest I should pass for being
studious or affected, and therefore instead of making a disnlay

4L
of books# I always try to hide them.”

Perhaps that is why she

took pleasure in telling lady Say and Sale that she knew nothing
42
of the hundred novels that she mentioned*
43
.Although she may have been unfamiliar with Voltaire
44
and Moliere
as she herself asserts, yet we have her own state¬
ment that she knew the novels of her time* She had read Goldsmith’s
48
Vicar of Wakefield,
and found the situation of the family fasci¬
nating and the sentiments ’'uncommon"* She charmed herself with
..
.
46
Sterne’s Sentimental Journey fey reading it for the third time*
47
Rousseau’s KLoise was on her reading list*
She knew fielding
and Richardson and defended Sir Charles Grandison against the at48
tack of Hr Seaton.
Miss Burney did not restrict her reading to novels. She
49
shows the popular antiquarian taste#
by reading such classics

40
Op. oit** 336
4f“
Diary* I* 135.

42

—““

Ibid.# II, 65.

4®

Ibid* * I# 236.

44
ibid*# 259IT
-

45
Early Diary, I, 13.
46
Ibid.5 49.
47 “
Early Diary* I* 299.
48
Ibid.* 36-7
49
Diary* I, 356.
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50
as Chucyelides* History of the Peloponnesian War*
Middleton’s
'
51
53
Life of Cicero and Hooke's Honan History,
Homer's IIlad,
53
and Plutarch's Lives.
She had less interest in drama than one would expect,
although she attended the theater very often.

She said upon

reading She Critic, "I have not sufficiently attended to the
plays of these degenerate days to half enjoy the censure or
54
ridicule meant to be lavished on them*"
She apparently dis~
approved of the general shift in the drama following the Eestoration period.
55
She knew Shakespeare

and appreciated him to the ex¬

tent of disliking any changes made In his plays by contemporary
56
57
writers.
She al30 knew and liked Sheridan#
Being the personal friend of Hr. Johnson and an ardent
admirer of his work. Miss Burney read most of his works.

She
58

preferred the "Life of Pope" to the other Lives of the Poets.
59
She declared his Irene "not a good play but a beautiful poem."
She use that Fanny Burney made of her knowledge of
this literature, we raay determine by a rapid survey of her novels.

50
Early Piary%\ I, 69*

51
Ibid,, 29.
53"
’ ibid., 22.
Diary, I, 450.

55
Ibid.j 376, Early Diary, I, 106, 335,
56 “ “*
Diary, X, 388? Early Diary, I, 200.
Diary, I, 330.
58~
Ibid,, II, 16.
59
Ibid., I, 146

EL"ora

Bichardson she no doubt obtained the idea for

the duel which principally occupies Volume I of Cecilia*
Dueling as a practice TO quite common in the eighteenth
century and furnished splendid material for plots.

Erench

dramas and novels include duels and it is not unreasonable
to suppose that this \?aa one phase of the literary tradition
that influenced Hiss Burney.
Another aspect of that literary tradition is the
filial devotion with which Evelina is permeated, and which so
dominates the actions of Mortimer Delvillo in Cecilia.

!Phis

*>**■:»+ ***-■*;■ Hut

devotion Fanny Burney herself possessed to the extent of its
being a passion with her* but perhaps she followed the precedent
of Bichardson in making use of it in her novels.
-rom other eighteenth century novelists, Smollett in
particular. Miss Burney might be said to have received the idea
for her low humor and boisterous characters typified by Captain
Mir van and 15ne. Duval.
wise reflects Smollett.

The use of mannerisms in Gao ilia like¬
Characters such as Mr Briggs or Mr

Delvillo, whose apeeeches we may inevitably anticipate, show
marked ’^humors" — an influence of Sterne.
Apart from the use made of the literary tradition in
connection with the incidents included in the plots of her
novels, Hi03 Burney U3es quotations from various sourcoo, or
otherwise makes reference in some way to the works of other authors.
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In 1771 she was reading Pope’s works for the first
60
time*

His letters made her quite melancholy, although she

found his treatment of his mother "noble” and admired his
attitude toward friendship* She melees use of this knowledge
61
of pope in her* prefaces
where she quotes from his Epistle
68

to Us* Arbuthnot*

Evelina prefers to Mr Smith.,

the company

of "dullness” itself even as that goddess is described by
63
Pope, and later she quotes Pope’s Iliad*
Hiss Burney was sorry for Smart, the poet, and re~>
64 65 66
grot tod his death in 1771*
She quoted him
and also Mason,
who praised the character of Evelina, and whom she "admired
67
and respected* ”
Belfield '’respected the voice of wisdom and
experience in the first of moralists”, in referring to his
68
reading of Johnson’s Life of Cowley*
Shakespeare came in for his share of attention, with
69
references made to his Merchant of Venice ,
and to his King
70
.
Bear*
Eanny saw Mrs Siddons play Belvidera in Otway’s Venice
71
Preserved in Bath, April, 1780,
and a few years later we find

>*

oo
Erom Elfrida, Gee*, I, 317.
67 ~
6r~~~~
Oxrny, I* 167*
Ev., vi»
60 ~~
63
dec*, XXX* 25*
Ez* on fflae Dimciad, Ev* ,234
69
63
Ev., (preface) vi? Gee*, II, 346*
EV* * 238
?F"
64
Ibid* , 46*
Early Diary, X, 66, 133*
71“
6lT
Diary, I, 351.
Geo* p I, 341

60
Early Diary, I, 144,
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72
Cecilia quoting' this play.
Fanny saw Goldsmiths "new play" She Stoops to
73
Conquer in 1773,
and we may imagine that the prank which
Sir Clement and the captain played on lime. Duval was somewhat
inspired by an incident from this play,

The young student,

Kelmond, of Oxford, is enraptured in the reading of ‘Thomson’s
74
Seasons at a public breakfast.
©iis gives us a fair idea of the use made of Miss
Burney *s literary background.

It is safe to se,y that being

a reader of novels as well as of other literary types, she
had an opportunity to know what the public preferred and she
would have been very stupid indeed not to have chosen her
characters carefully and deliberately with this knowledge in
xaind.
ill that went into the novels of Fanny Burney, that
made them popular successes of the day and which is responsible
for her being studied in connection with the development of the
novel, did not come from the books she read nor the people she
75
knew, but much came from her ovan "intuition"
and her clear
and level thinking.
fanny Burney made a definite contribution to the novel,
and it is in this contribution that we find what is original

72
74
Coe., Ill, 255.
Cam,. I, 182-5.

7T~
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Early Diary, I, 215.

Supra, 1, n 1.
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with' 8am?/ herself*

Perhaps her most striking advance over

previous novels is her skillful use of dialogue.

She had

ample practice in the long journals written to lie Crisp and
Susan Burney* giving the account of events as they transpired
around her*

For the sake of brevity mid conciseness she most

frequently gave these accounts in dialogue form*

A remarkable

memory for speeches as they were spoken, and a shrewd sense of
what was interesting and entertaining in the conversation,
were her most helpful qualifications*

Cecilia and Camilla

show this characteristic to a greater extent then Evelina,
although, letter writers in that novel were careful to repeat
conversations,

he might add, incidentally* that in view of

Mss Burney’s later ornateness, the dialogue may seem a bit

heavy or 3tilted in her two later works, but in Evelina she
is still timid Fanny, repeating the words of others*
A second feature of the novels that may bo token
as a contribution to the art is the mixed nature created
76

in her main characters*

She was conscious of this task:

”1 meant in lira Eel villa to draw a great but net a perfect
character....»to blend noble and rare qualities with striking
and incurable defects*”
Mortimer Dolville showed symptoms of a similar
character though perhaps not to so marked a degree.

76

Eiary* xl, 7S*

He was
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devoted to his parents, yet in love with someone to whom
his family objected#

He vaccillated between the desire to

be obedient and the desire to fulfill his own wishes.

In the

end ha satisfied the latter.
Cecilia likewise is a blend of common sense and sen¬
timentality.

She knows that Hr. Barrel is doing wrong by

being extravagant* yet she is easily touched by his threats and
pleas, and lends him money.

In this attribute of blending of

character and mixing of natures, Hies Burney emulates the ex¬
ample of Fielding.
She plot itself of Cecilia Hiss Burney believes to be
not an exaggeration to one extreme or another: ”1 think the
book, in its present conclusion somewhat original, for the hero
and the heroine are neither plunged in the depths of misery nor
exalted to unhuman happiness,....Is not such a middle state more
natural, more according to real life and less resembling every
77
other book of fiction?'’
Hie third and last contribution is more difficult to
define.

It is a delicacy of taste, a refinement of mind and

heart, that Fanny Burney injects into her novels and that dominates
her heroines.

B’e have mentioned the delicacy of language, but

no less surely is there an advance in the moral tone of Kiss
Burney13 works over those of Richardson and Fielding,

By 3oma

this may be considered a fault, since it is carried almost to an

77
Diary, II, 81.

excess in some instances, yet as a whole we consider this
refinement a step in the right direction, and certainly a
proper influence to be spread by a woman.
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